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Introduction:

How is the racial "passing" behavioral concept applicable to American Indians, and what

political forces created the socio-cultural circumstances that prompted this behavior? Beyond

these immediate, sociologically-focused questions, what generational impacts does racial

"passing" have upon tribal sovereignty and how does tribal sovereignty effect certain forms of

racial "passing?" Until now, racial "passing" has been oversimplified as an exclusively

BlacklWhite social phenomenon, given the term "passing" was originally coined to describe an

African-American's attempts to identify him/herself, or to accept identification as a white person

(Caughie 1999, p. 20). However, racial "passing" is neither historically nor contemporarily

unique to the African-American community, since racial "passing" is facilitated by any social

organization, such as the United States, that holds certain "subordinate" groups in disesteem

(Sollors 1997, p. 248). Taking the United States' "trust responsibility," American Indian

nations' "domestic dependent" statuses, and documented history of Indian-specific,

institutionalized racism together, one readily witnesses that the societal "disesteem" to which

American Indians are and were subjected also positions and positioned them as both participants

in and subjects of racial "passing."

Realizing that racial "passing" exists within American Indian families and communities,

American Indian-generated definitions and analyses concerning motivations and expressions of

racial "passing" prove indispensable because they underscore the necessity of revealing and

contesting various limitations imposed by United States socio-cultural and political hegemonies.

Since "mainstream" definitions of racial "passing" obfuscate the historical and contemporary

impacts of United States policies that were designed to negate Indian physical, cultural, social,

political, and psychological existence, racial "passing" must be deconstructed as a monolithic
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term exclusive to one "ethnic" experience. Serving as the starting point to this investigative

discussion, racial "passing" is first redefined to more accurately reflect the unique, politicized

history and social identity of American Indian people in the post-European contact period.

In reframing racial "passing" to include American Indians, the over-generalized racial

"passing" term is more accurately bi-partitioned into "voluntary passing" and "involuntary

passing" definitions. With regard to American Indians, "voluntary passing" and "involuntary

passing" reveal how different "passing" experiences expose and/or subject Indian people to

broader "alter-Indian" identities, as, for example, the guise of "Whiteness" may be voluntarily

assumed or the racialized stigma of "Blackness" involuntarily imposed. Armed with such

comprehensive definitions, one may then examine the motivations for and expressions of both

"voluntary "and "involuntary" racial "passing."

Turning attention first to American Indian "voluntary passing," while this behavior is

undoubtedly fueled by a variety of motivations, incentives to "voluntarily pass" are nonetheless

directly attributable to sustained contact with Euro-American institutions and policies that

impose limitations upon individual Indian agency. Beginning with a discussion of potential

economic motivations, progressing to educational avoidance and access motivations, followed by

various socio-political motivations, "voluntary passing" more often than not is an individually

pursued behavior, as "voluntary passing" motivations are largely determined by individual

Indians' perceptions. Given this fact, one particular "voluntary passing" motivation may inspire

multiple "voluntary passing" expressions. Since "voluntary passing" motivations and

expressions do not exhibit a convenient "one-to-one" ratio, a separate section illuminating how

American Indian people have employed various "voluntary passing" expressions to subvert
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and/or penetrate Euro-American cultural, social, and political institutions immediately follows

the "voluntary passing" motivations discussion.

Transitioning to American Indian "involuntary passing," an overview of Untied States

socio-cultural presuppositions, economic and political policies, and legal dicta reveals multiple,

overlapping "involuntary passing" motivations that served to inhibit, devalue, and compromise

Indian individual agency, community identity, and tribal sovereignty. In large part, "involuntary

passing" motivations are fueled by Euro-American racism. Following Colonial era and United

States chronology as much as possible, the "involuntary passing" motivations discussion

precedes that devoted to "involuntary passing" expressions and serves as the foundation for

analysis of both "formal" and "informal" expressions. Reflecting the complex relationship

between "voluntary passing's" motivations and expressions, "involuntary passing" motivations

and expressions are treated separately for the sake of analytical clarity.

Equipped with a sound foundation in racial "passing" definitions, motivations, and

expressions, the concluding analysis explores reasons for inaudibility concerning American

Indian racial "passing" histories and personal experiences, examines the oftentimes unique

effects of racial "passing" upon American Indian women, and posits how American Indian racial

"passing" and tribal sovereignty are conceptually, politically, and sociologically linked. Beyond

the shame and stigma associated with both "voluntary" and "involuntary" racial "passing," such

behaviors become even more individually and politically complicated when one realizes that

American Indian women are differentially impacted, particularly by "involuntary passing," by

simple virtue of their gender. Added to this complexity, certain forms of American Indian

"involuntary passing" are, and arguably were, tribally instigated. Whether at the behest of

internalized racism learned from Colonial and United States era societies, as the result of legally
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codified tribal membership criteria prompted by enumeration-obsessed federal Indian policies, or

as the perhaps unfortunate consequence of tribal traditions that demand strict, continuous

adherence, tribally instigated racial "passing" demonstrates how this behavior is linked to and

even effected by certain expressions of tribal sovereignty.

Research into American Indian racial "passing," and the larger socio-cultural factors

which encourage and precipitate it, reveals how individuals identify themselves and how such

people are identified by others, whether on tribal or larger societal levels, is correlated to United

States socio-cultural and political policies and to the multi-faceted workings of tribal

governments. Of ultimate concern, American Indian racial "passing" and its relationship to

tribal sovereignty provides yet another avenue for research devoted to analyzing, reframing, and

safeguarding tribal sovereignty. Thus, investigation into racial "passing" expressed and

experienced by American Indian people is critical, not only to create an accurate depiction of the

range of Indian people's experiences, but also to explore how individuals and communities may

reclaim personal and collective identity, and/or how Indian people may balance goals of tribal

cultural and physical continuity with the right to determine who constitute our relatives.
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Definitions:

Prior to beginning an investigation of racial "passing" involving American Indians, one

must first become familiarized with the etymology of the word "pass." Analyzing several

definitions provided by Webster's Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary provides an interesting

starting point to this discussion. Among the many definitions listed, one definition commands

attention: "to identify oneself or accept identification as a white person though having some

Negro ancestry," (Caughie 1999, p.1). Admittedly, this definition highlights the term's

heretofore-narrow applicability. However, immediately following this offered explanation is

another, perhaps more potent, expression of racial "passing's" purported shielding effects: to go

uncensored, unchallenged, or seemingly unnoticed [author's emphasis]," (Caughie 1999, p.1).

Accordingly, one realizes that, while racial "passing" has been and is erroneously identified as a

phenomenon exclusive to the African American community, this second definition reveals how

racial "passing" may be "voluntarily" employed by American Indians to ameliorate Indian

specific censure and challenge as embodied in bureaucratic institutions, ideologies, and

legislative acts, and/or "involuntarily" experienced by Indians whose "Indianness" goes

"seemingly unnoticed," (Caughie 1999, p.1). Given that American Indian individuals' and

tribes' statuses are deeply "rooted in the racial history and politics of the United States," and that

racial "passing" is greatly facilitated by and "generally implicated in a racist social

organization," the racial "passing" concept possesses immediate relevancy for American Indians

(Caughie 1999, p.20).

Operatively, the term "passing" has "(referred) to the practice of assuming the identity of

another type or class of persons in order to pass oneself off as a member of that group, for social,

economic, or political reasons," (Caughie 1999, p.20). Upon closer examination, this definition
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proves grossly inadequate as it assumes that all racial "passing" is willfully pursued. As will be

demonstrated, racial "passing" with regard to American Indians does not always imply this type

of agency.

To encompass American Indians within this "passing" narrative framework, racial

"passing" is deconstructed as a macro-concept into two definitions, realizing that neither

definition is mutually exclusive, as the two often intersect and overlap. Bearing this in mind,

racial "passing" may be "voluntary" or "involuntary." However, given their mutual implication,

the terms "voluntary passing" and "involuntary passing" function more as descriptors rather than

as social behavioral opposites, as one attempts to affix characteristics to these definitional

chameleons.

Turning attention to "voluntary passing," an individual or family's racial "passing"

modus operandi involves assuming an ethnic, social, and/or cultural identity, either on a

situational basis or permanently, with intent to avoid and/or protect oneself from racial prejudice

and social stigmatization. Unlike previous definitions of racial "passing," this characterization of

"voluntary passing" acknowledges social and cultural "re-presentations" and self

characterizations as distinct from, but often found in concert with, an assumed, non-Indian ethnic

identity. Accepting this definition, one realizes "voluntary passing" is much more than mere

appropriation of an alternate, fabricated "race."

As counterpoint to "voluntary passing," "involuntary passing" involves being assigned a

"racial," social, and/or cultural identity based upon various circumstances, including: legal

statutes; phenotypic stereotypes; ambiguity related to adoption proceedings; "mistaken identity;"

and/or based upon a family history of racial "passing." In the "involuntary passing" instance,

American Indian identity is contested, denied, forcibly supplanted, or simply not mentioned.
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Juxtaposing the offered definitions, "voluntary passing" and "involuntary passing" largely differ

according to perceptions of individual and group agency, realizing that any measure of perceived

or actual agency is both pre-determined and restricted by a Euro-dominant racial hierarchy.

With United States', Euro-American society serving as a backdrop, both "voluntary

passing" and "involuntary passing" exhibit and are subject to a variety of motivations and

expressions. By analyzing the particular, and oftentimes peculiar, circumstances that have

influenced American Indian people's employment of "voluntary passing" and subjection to

"involuntary passing," one realizes that observed behavioral expressions serve as responses to

macro-societal motivations. Bearing this in mind, the dynamic, wide-ranging, at times

overlapping, "voluntary" and "involuntary" "passing" phenomena reflect the social dynamism of

American culture and politics.

Nowhere is this fact most dramatically illustrated than when an American Indian

individual or family finds him/her/itself surrounded by and immersed in a hostile, Euro-dominant

locale. According to Jack Forbes, American Indian people are subjected to Euro-American

hostility on an immediate level anytime "when living away from a reservation or (his/her) tribal

homeland," (Forbes 1988, p.65). Thus, although "racial passing" may be more espoused and

more easily facilitated in metropolitan contexts, "passing" also arguably occurs in rural areas

with equally dramatic consequences. Armed with this perspective, one may now devote

attention to racial "passing" motivations and expressions.
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"Voluntary Passing" Motivations and Expressions Overview:

In defining and describing "voluntary passing," one realizes that motivations and

expressions of this behavior are largely linked to an American Indian individual's or family's

removal from a tribal-specific context, coupled with exposure to and submersion in Euro

American institutions. Until recently, an expressed American Indian ethnic, social, and/or

cultural identity in non-tribal contexts at the very least guaranteed marginalization or in the

extreme constituted anathema. Thus, American Indians who "voluntarily pass/ed" do/did so

precisely because "the group conflict [between American Indian people and Euro-American

dominant society] [is/was] so severe that the individual [is/was] compelled to resort to

subterfuge," (Sollors 1997, p.248).

Of interest is the rate of "voluntary passing" among American Indian people who either

willingly moved or were forcibly relocated to urban areas. Generally, urban environments

provide social and geographic mobility, and "[provide] anonymity to individuals, permitting

them to resort to imaginative role-playing in their self-representation," (Sollors 1997, p.248). In

large metropolitan centers, an American Indian person might more easily be afforded the

anonymity necessary to create and sustain an assumed non-Indian ethnic or socio-cultural

identity. Contrastingly, reservation border towns, unlike large urban centers, effectively dissolve

any potential anonymity, requiring the "voluntarily passing" person to be even more vigilant in

fabricating, assuming, and defending an alternate identity.

Regardless of regional setting, American Indians who "voluntarily pass" do so because of

their perceived need to elude, accommodate, or wholesale conform to Euro-Arnerican societal

mandates, perceptions which may be or have been reinforced by persistent stereotypes and

Indian-specific prejudice, boarding school exposure and experiences, and even posted signs
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stating, '''No Indians or dogs allowed' ," as was commonly the case in South Dakota during the

1940s (Fixico 2000, pAD). By projecting a non-Indian ethnic and/or socio-cultural identity,

"voluntary passers" may subvert Euro-American dominant society's limitations and defuse its

prejudices, with varying success, and perhaps gain access to resources that might otherwise be

denied.

Oftentimes, though certainly not always, "voluntary passing" is situation-defined, born

out of economic, educational, political, and social circumstances affecting the American Indian

individual and his/her family. Accordingly, Indian people who "situationally voluntarily pass"

do not necessarily renounce their "true" identities, as they may only project a non-Indian ethnic,

social, and/or cultural identity in public while maintaining their Indian "Selves," to whatever

degree, in private. From this perspective, American Indians presumably have "voluntarily

passed" to secure employment and educational opportunities, or to ensure literal physical

survival, as ready examples, while attempting to safeguard cultural continuity in the private

sphere.

Unlike "situational voluntary passing," American Indian people who project and pursue a

non-Indian ethnic, social, and/or cultural identity both in public and private exhibit the most

extreme, seemingly "permanent" "voluntary passing" expression. In large part, Indian people

who choose "voluntary passing" as a long-term lifestyle do so based upon a genuine desire to "be

Americans," with all the attending rights and privileges. However, "permanent voluntary

passing" requires subordination to a Euro-American racial hierarchy that devalues American

Indian identity(ies), tribal membership, and tribal sovereignty. Knowing this, Indian people who

"permanently voluntarily pass" seemingly evince self-hatred as they attempt to ingratiate

themselves to and integrate into a hegemonic order that resents and resists tribal life-ways.
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Realizing that "voluntary passing" motivations and expressions are as varied as the

people who experienced and employed them, one may deduce that a "voluntary passing" profile

is difficult, if not impossible, to characterize. However, this fact does not imply that "voluntary

passing" is an uncommon occurrence. Rather, "voluntary passing's" elusive nature indicates that

American Indian people have employed various means to subvert and/or penetrate Euro

American cultural, social, and political institutions, regardless of whether such Coyote trickery

proved personally and/or tribally detrimental. With these facts in mind, the following paragraphs

devoted to "voluntary passing" motivations, followed by analyses of "voluntary passing"

expressions present possible reasons both for "voluntary passing's" lack of documentation and

its perceived necessity.
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"Voluntary Passing" Motivations:

Overarching all potential "voluntary passing" motivations, "the Indian's perceived level

of discrimination plays a factor in whether or not individuals want to pursue their Indian

identity" (Mihesuah 1999, p.26). As a means of illustrating specific reasons why American

Indian people felt obliged to conceal or downplay their tribal identities, one may first assess

individual instances of "voluntary passing." The admittedly few documented cases of "voluntary

passing" found in existing literature demonstrate only some of the many potential motivations.

While published accounts suffer for lack of quantity, whispered family histories may confirm

"voluntary passing's" frequency. In addition to internalized shame at being "Indian" as a likely

"voluntary passing" motivation, the following examples highlight how economic, educational,

and various socio-political circumstances all may have or verifiably have served as "voluntary

passing" motivations for the individual and/or community who/which employed "voluntary

passing" in whatever setting and for whatever time span.

Beginning with economic motivations, American Indians may be coaxed or coerced into

"voluntary passing" as the result of employment and housing discrimination. In the past,

American Indians routinely encountered employment and housing barriers, particularly in off

reservation, predominantly Euro-American settings. As increasing numbers of Indian people left

reservation environments in search of economic opportunities, they came to realize urban

settings presented a host of new problems, as "[tjhey had no rights to government programs (like

rent free housing and medical care that reservation Indians [possessed]) ... to offset the high rate

of unemployment they experienced" (Kasari 1999, p.17). According to many out-of-work

"urban" Indians, "their employers were prejudiced, and exploited them by offering them 'part-
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time work at substandard wages'" (Kasari 1999, p.17). However, non-Indian "[e]mployers and

unions argued that their Indian employees were not well trained" (Kasari 1999, p.17).

Such polarized interpretations of Indian under- and unemployment tellingly reveal

complex social and cultural dynamics at work regarding basic Indian employment opportunities.

Exemplified by the previously mentioned non-Indian defensive explanation, Indian occupational

inequality has often been portrayed as being the "fault" of Indians themselves. By squarely

laying blame upon Indians for their own lack of employment opportunities and status, non-Indian

employers effectively dismissed their collusion in establishing and perpetuating a social order

that increasingly marginalized Indian workforce participation. In large part, continued economic

disparities between Indian employees and their non-Indian counterparts may be attributed to

institutionalized racism, as "urban Indians do not enjoy occupational equality with whites"

(Kasari 1999, p.10). Given the overwhelming, and often discouraging, circumstances with

which wage-seeking Indians have been faced, and arguably continue to encounter, "voluntary

passing" motivated by economic needs proves plausible.

Compounding the problems Indians face in labor markets, "data show that Indians

encounter more discrimination in localities where the Indian population is large" (Kasari 1999,

p.37). Whether Indian populations are concentrated on reservations or dispersed in metropolitan

areas, Indian people experience "incidents of discrimination ... where the Indian populations are

largest," dispelling the myths of there being "safety in numbers" and of cities as safe havens of

"racial anonymity" (Kasari 1999, p.64). Perhaps surprisingly, increased Indian and Euro

American contact apparently serves to reinforce rather than dispel negative stereotypes, thus

perpetuating racist social conditions. Research analyzing the 1980 to 1990 timeframe revealed

the following:
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the position of Indians in the occupational structure remained lower than
that of whites regardless of whether they lived in areas that were mostly
Indian or mostly white. In other words, Indians cannot escape
occupational inequality by remaining on reservations or by moving to

urban areas (Kasari 1999, p.82).

Perhaps as a means of "escape," some Indian people have employed "voluntary passing" to

avoid, or at the very least minimize, the impacts of discriminatory employment practices, since

"it was not (or is not) ... economically profitable to pursue an Indian identity due to the time

period, location, and degree of racism, prejudice, and stereotypes" (Mihesuah 1999, p.13).

Turning attention to education as a "voluntary passing" motivation, American Indian

education history reveals a disturbing past. In large part, American Indian education dictated and

delivered by Colonial/Euro-American institutions did much to undermine individual Indian

identity and tribal sovereignty. To explain why some American Indians may have been

motivated to "voluntarily pass" and avoid exposure to Euro-American educational institutions, a

brief overview of Colonial/Euro-American attitudes concerning Indian peoples' humanity and

intelligence is necessary.

With antecedents in the Colonial era and later translated to United States' policies, Euro-

America became intensely preoccupied with "educating" and "Christianizing" American Indians.

The Puritans who founded Harvard College in 1636, "viewed education as one of the many steps

leading toward salvation," (Szasz 1988, p.35). Given the Puritanical characterization of

education and Christianity as mutually dependent, "ties between theology and pedagogy were

always strong, and education for the Indians became a cherished objective of both laymen and

clergy in seventeenth century New England," (Vaughan 1965, p.280).

During the Colonial era, some American Indians willingly participated in educational

ventures as a means of acquiring new skills and augmenting their knowledge bases. Yet, their
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voluntary participation was not generally regarded with admiration but was instead treated as

their realization and admission of Indian intellectual deficiency. Reflecting the period's

prejudicial attitudes, Puritan missionary John Eliot wrote, "'[T]hese poor Indians ... have no

principles of their own nor yet wisdome [sic] of their own' ," (Szasz 1988, p.106). Sentiments

such as those expressed by John Eliot, "reverberated like an echo throughout the colonial

period," and laid the groundwork for future United States' compulsory Indian education policies,

(Szasz 1988, p.36).

Irrespective of a particular era, Colonists, and later "Americans," exclusively used Euro

American educational delivery modes to further the Indian "civilization" agenda. Since they

believed a EuropeanlEuro-American devised and delivered education would successfully serve

as a vehicle of American Indian cultural assimilation, ColonistslEuro-Americans insisted upon

an inequitable one-way knowledge exchange. Such inequity is unsurprising, because

ColoniallEuro-American culture sought to preserve its own cultural integrity, while at the same

time absorb American Indians into their cultural and political matrix. By excluding American

Indian ways of knowing, ColoniallEuro-America legitimized its own perceived primacy. The

off-reservation boarding school system established in 1879 would later serve as the primary

means of sustaining Euro-American hegemony (Adams 1995, pA8).

With inception of the off-reservation boarding school era, American Indian compulsory

education became a required "indicator" of Indian "progression" toward the societal ideal of

Indians as subordinate members of an Euro-American dictated society. The explicit intent of

Indian education policy focused, not on educating the "recalcitrant" adults, but the

impressionable youth, who by being forcibly separated from "negative" tribal influences, namely

their families, would be more psychologically malleable. The remoteness characteristic of off-
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reservation boarding schools was therefore deliberate, based upon the prevailing notion that the

"[c]ivilizing process could be carried out most effectively if it were conducted in an environment

isolated from the countervailing influence of savagery, that is, at a distance from the tribal

community," (Adams 1988, p.13). Abducted Indian children experienced both physical isolation

and psychological duress, which are part of a highly effective brainwashing technique. First,

American Indian children endured forced separation, perhaps accompanied by shouts and tears.

Once removed, Indian children had their former identities revoked and, "found themselves in

difficult, often hostile circumstances, where their own language, religion, culture, behavior, and

individualism were under constant, systematic attack," (Lomawaima 1999, p.17).

After having their tribal identities revoked and negated, Indian children received new,

supplanted identities based upon a de-individuated group model, rather than upon a tribal

concept of mutually-sustained relationships which still allow for and encourage an individually

expressed "Self." As part of the homogenization process, "[u]niforms ... and regulation haircuts

were essential markers of the 'remaking' process in action," (Lomawaima 1999, p.14). Beyond

outward appearance, "All American ... boarding schools ... utilized the disciplines of military

regimentation and uniformity to train students in subservience and conformity," (Lomawaima

1999, p.15). By demanding and enforcing a homogenized, de-individuated identity, Euro

American-dictated Indian education policy promoted absolute subordination to authority. In this

case, "authority" expressly intended complete and permanent replacement of American Indian

culture with Euro-American societal ideals.

Although Euro-America sought to incorporate Indian children into its hegemonic order

via compulsory education, Euro-American society did not intend American Indians to occupy a

social stratum other than that of subordinate peons. Moreover, boarding school
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methods of discipline, surveillance, time scheduling, and control ...
were designed to produce economically independent workers so

thoroughly saturated in the ideology of Indian inferiority they would
willingly accept places in society that the larger society defined as

appropriate to their needs and abilities (Lomawaima 1999, p.13).

Once "sufficiently educated" in this fashion, American Indians supposedly would themselves

"embrace the essential elements of the civilization - savagism paradigm ... [and] come to know

what Whites already knew - that Whites were civilized and Indians were savages," (Adams

1988, p.14). Only when American Indians acknowledged and embraced their subordinate status

would they be permitted "incorporation into American life," (Adams 1988, p.20).

Since American Indian people who were identifiably "Indian" were subject to having

their children forcibly abducted by Indian agents and sent away to boarding schools for

prolonged time periods, the incentive to subvert such travesties proved significant. Because some

American Indian parents refused to relinquish their children, Congress authorized an 1891

measure making "school attendance for Indian children ... compulsory," (Adams 1988, p.3).

Still, some Indian parents persistently defied this governmental mandate. In angry exasperation,

Congress issued an 1893 authorization to the "Indian Bureau to 'withhold rations, clothing, and

other annuities,' from those parents who resisted sending their children to school," (Adams 1988,

p.3).

Even when compelled to enroll their children in boarding schools, Indian parents resented

them, "because they severed the most fundamental of human ties: the parent-child bond,"

(Adams 1995, p.215). Arguably, American Indian parents resisted this practice both overtly and

covertly. To protect children and maintain families, American Indian parents may have been

motivated to employ "voluntary passing" as a means of covert resistance and Euro-American

educational avoidance.
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Although the American Indian boarding school era left a culturally devastating legacy,

some individual Indians either chose or were encouraged to manipulate their ethnic ambiguity

and "voluntarily pass" to receive a Buro-American education. According to a biography of the

prominent Navajo leader and activist, Annie Dodge Wauneka, her father, Chee Dodge, enrolled

her half-brothers, Tom and Ben, at the exclusive "All Hallow's college, a private Catholic boys'

school in Salt Lake City," Utah (Niethammer 2001, p.24). According to Chee Dodge, the infirm

and dying Navajo leader Manuelito had advised, "My grandchild, education is the ladder. Tell

our people to take it," (Niethammer 2001, p.16).

Following this advice, Chee Dodge sent his sons to the All Hallow's college, "to get an

education in the white world, and apparently there was no general knowledge at the school that

they were Navajos," (Niethammer 2001, p.24). Written correspondence between the school's

headmaster and Chee Dodge's close friend, Father Anselm Weber of St. Michael's Mission,

demonstrates the school's complicity in the boys' "voluntary passing," advocating, "[iJt need not

be known at all during their stay here that they are part Indian and I will ask them on their arrival

here to withhold any information to that effect from the other boys," (Niethammer 2001, p.24).

In a highly unusual, and perhaps surprising twist, a Buro-American institution itself advocated

and co-created a situation-specific "voluntary passing" scenario. Given that American Indian

boarding schools expressly intended to supplant tribal identity with an exclusively "American"

orientation, the school's administrative involvement in Dodge's sons' "voluntary passing"

supported this agenda.

While Wauneka's half-siblings apparently "voluntarily passed," their doing so did not

necessarily negate their tribal identity. Given Chee Dodge's prominent and long-standing place

in Navajo-United States political negotiations, he would not likely have sent his sons to the All
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Hallow's school simply to "lose" them to Euro-American society but would likely have hoped

his sons' educational exposure and backgrounds would ultimately help the Navajo people exert

leverage in tribal/federal government dealings. By neither denying their American Indian

ancestry to school bureaucrats, nor proclaiming their tribal affiliation to the larger non-Indian

student body, Wauneka's half-siblings effectively downplayed their tribal background perhaps to

gain an "insider's perspective" of Euro-American dominant society. In this case, educational

access served as a primary "voluntary passing" motivation.

Differing from the aforementioned instance of "voluntary passing" as a means of

educational access, highly charged and potentially life-threatening socio-political circumstances

have also served as "voluntary passing" motivations. Within the United States' Southeast and

extending into the Ohio Valley region, numerous tribal communities suffered political and

physical persecution, resulting in death, enslavement, and forced removal. While members of

diverse tribal backgrounds experienced such circumstances, few documented sources explicitly

make mention of Indian people's employment of "voluntary passing" as a survival strategy. Yet,

the few sources which refer to "voluntary passing" as a means of survival demonstrate the high

stakes involved in this ethnic and socio-cultural charade.

According to American Indian scholar Ron Welburn, the Saponi people, often described

as being of Southeastern Siouan origins and occupying regions in both the Ohio Valley and the

Piedmont, fled en masse from their homelands once faced "by European settlement and militia...

resulting in the most traumatic and lengthy upheaval of Indians into fugitive status in the history

of North America," (WeIburn 2001, p.18). As time progressed, the few remaining Saponi "in the

nineteenth century survived by means of social obscurity, being enslaved and eluding slavery by
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returning across the Ohio River," (Welburn 2001, p.l8). Later still in the twentieth century,

Saponis "continued surviving by social obscurity [and] passing as blacks," (Welburn 2001, p.18).

Looking at this example of "voluntary passing," one immediately realizes how Saponi

employment of "voluntary passing" neither insulated nor protected them from injustice. Rather,

their "social obscurity," enslavement, and/or assumption of Black/African-American social

identities, weighted against their presumed fears of complete extermination and/or forced

removal westward because of their "Indianness," might have afforded their only perceived

means of survival as American Indians. Since slavery and the slave experience possess the

"implied meaning ... that a slave was automatically of African descent," Saponi have suffered

"erasure from southeastern Indian history since the Revolutionary War era," (WeIburn 2001,

p.18). Ironically, their very success at employing "voluntary passing" to ameliorate Indian

specific racism has subjected them to "de-Indianization and documentary racism," (WeIburn

2001, p.18).

Because of their social obscurity, Saponi unwittingly occupied a peripheral position in

the realm of marginalized peoples, both American Indian and Black/African-American. Until

relatively recently, Saponi social identity and political status remained ambiguous; post-Civil

War, they could alternately be regarded as "free Blacks" possessing United States' citizenship or,

until the 1924 passage of the Indian Citizenship Act, as non-citizen American Indians. Sadly,

such amplified double-marginalization is not unique to the Saponi. During the latter half of the

nineteenth century and. well into the twentieth century, state, federal, and Supreme Courts

grappled with American Indian naturalization, citizenship, and voting franchise issues. In the

process, Indian people endured institutionalized racism and censure.
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Until the Indian Citizenship Act of 1924, which expressly "naturalized all 'Indians born

within the territorial limits of the United States, '" the majority of American Indian people were

neither considered citizens, nor were they politically enfranchised, (Getches et al. 1998, p.164,

and 43 Stat. 253, 8 U.S.c. § 1401 (a)(2)). Prior to the Act's passage, "Congress pursued a policy

of extending citizenship to Indians only selectively through treaties and statutes," discriminately

awarding citizenship to male World War I veterans and "Indian women who married non-Indian

men," to name a few examples (Getches et al. 1998, p.164, and 25 U.S.C. § 182). In separate

congressional acts conferring citizenship and male voting rights, American Indians typically had

to renounce their tribal membership and affiliation and conform to the Euro-American, dominant

society's expectations, experiencing "de-tribalization" in the process. However, American

Indians could also become "de-tribalized" through other means, including warfare and voluntary

or involuntary physical displacement. Realizing this fact, United States Congressmen in 1870

contemplated and sought to clarify the status of American Indians in such an ambiguous socio

political position.

With respect to "detribalized Indians," a Senate Committee on the Judiciary, charged

with clarifying "what effect, if any, the Fourteenth Amendment had upon the status of tribes,"

concluded in its Committee report of December 14, 1870, "that when the members of a tribe are

scattered, they are merged in the mass of our people, and become equally subject to the

jurisdiction of the United States," (Wilkins 1995, p.lOl and S.rp. 268, 41-3, p.ll). In this

instance, "Indian detribalization" at the very least implicitly suggests relocation from an

American Indian-concentrated locale, i.e. "camp/village," if not expatriation and immersion into

a Euro-American living environment. Regardless of whether such relocation on the part of

American Indians was voluntary, the net result nullifies American Indian polity.
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By becoming "equally subject to the jurisdiction of the United States," American Indians

seemingly also would enjoy whatever privileges offered United States citizens (S.rp. 268,41-3,

p.1l). However, this would not prove to be the case. Even when American Indian people

voluntarily elected to divorce themselves from tribal membership and affiliation and embrace

Euro-American social ideals, they were not guaranteed a voice in the American political process,

as in the case of John Elk. As an example of an Indian person who employed "voluntary

passing" in a socio-cultural, rather than an ethnic sense, John Elk provides a unique twist to

Everett Stonequist's "marginal man" theory, in that Elk's marginalization was the outcome, not

of "racial hybridity," but of contradictory Euro-American sentiments and policies that effectively

consigned him to socio-politicallimbo (Lyman 1998, p.150).

The infamous Elk v. Wilkins Supreme Court case of 1884 illustrates how, in spite of John

Elk's voluntary attempts to ingratiate himself to and immerse himself into "mainstream" Euro

American culture, he was barred from civic participation based upon his indeterminate status as a

"detribalized," yet "non-Citizen," American Indian. According to Court record, John Elk, whose

tribal affiliation is alternatively identified as Winnebago by scholar Francis Paul Prucha and as

"unidentified" by the Court case itself, "voluntarily separated himself from his tribe" and took up

residence in the nearby Omaha, Nebraska (Prucha 1990, p.l66, and Elk v. Wilkins, 1884). When

Elk "presented himself at the place of voting ... for the purpose of having his name registered as

a qualified voter," he was denied the ability to do so by Omaha registrar Charles Wilkins (Elk v.

Wilkins, 1884). John Elk believed he had been denied "elective franchise ... for the sole reason

that [he] was an Indian ... and on account of his race and color" and initially looked to the United

States Circuit Court of Nebraska to uphold his asserted right to vote and to award him $6,000.00

in damages (Elk v. Wilkins, 1884).
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In response, Defendant Charles Wilkins filed a general demurrer, "which was argued

before Judge McCrary and Judge Dundy" and counter-argued that Elk's "petition did not state

facts sufficient to constitute a cause of action," and that the Circuit Court had neither jurisdiction

"of the person of the defendant," nor "of the subject of the action" (Elk v. Wilkins, 1884).

Seemingly contradicting a prior ruling, Judge Dundy, "the same judge who ruled in Standing

Bear that Indians were 'persons' with the inherent right of expatriation," in conjunction with

Judge McCrary, rendered judgment for Charles Wilkins while Elk's petition was dismissed with

costs (Wilkins 1995, p.103 and Elk v. Wilkins, 1884). Afterward, Elk took his case to the

Supreme Court by writ of error (Elk v. Wilkins, 1884).

Ultimately, the Supreme Court ruled that in fact, the adopted Fourteenth Amendment did

not automatically render citizens Elk and other Indians, who had not expressly been granted

American citizenship by treaty or statute. Furthermore, the Court argued that the Fourteenth

Amendment itself "retained an exclusion of 'Indians not taxed' in referring to apportionment of

the House of Representatives," thus implying American Indian people's non-citizen status

(Getches et al. 1998, p.164 and Elk v. Wilkins, 1884). Beyond these judiciary holdings, the Court

upheld the prevailing notion that "'once an Indian, always an Indian,' so that even

individualized/detribalized Indians, as such, could not be assimilated into American society,"

(Wilkins 1995, p.104). In contrast to the era's culturally assimilative goals, the Court "continued

to view Elk as a member of a tribe with whom the United States had a political relationship,"

(Wilkins 1995, p.105).

After reviewing John Elk's particular case, some might argue that he did not seek to

"voluntarily pass" per se; rather, Elk sought full-fledged participation in Euro-American society

as an Indian person. Although it is tempting to cast John Elk as a "covert resistor" to Euro-
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American discriminatory social and naturalization practices, one wonders if this portrayal glosses

over his very real attempts to distinguish himself from his Indian brethren. As Elk vehemently

insisted, "'he had severed his tribal relation to the Indian tribes,'" and had thus "voluntarily

separated himself from his tribe, and taken up his residence among the white citizens of

[Nebraska]" (Elk v. Wilkins, 1884).

While Elk did not deny, neither might he have had the option of denying, his "ethnic

Indianness," one may still argue that his voluntary replacement of an American Indian self

characterization and socio-cultural orientation with that of exclusively Euro-American origin

constitutes "voluntary passing." Assuming this is true, Elk's "voluntary passing" attempt was

both socially and politically motivated. Bearing in mind the 1884 timeframe, the legally defined

status of individual Indians and tribes ran counter to Euro-American notions of citizenship,

which emphasized not only individual property ownership and exclusive United States

allegiance, but also heavily favored naturalization of "white persons," (Lyman 1998, p.151).

Although Elk's attempts to "voluntarily pass" via an assumed Euro-American socio-cultural

identity were squelched with reference to voting franchise, the fact remains that he actively

sought re-characterization as an "American," period. John Elk's failure in his "voluntary

passing" attempts only demonstrates the racist self-contradiction rife in this era's United States'

political policy that both championed and prevented complete American Indian assimilation.

The racist hypocrisy so clearly evident in John Elk's case would resurface over 50 years

later, when one Bernedito Cruz sought United States naturalization. In this instance, Cruz's

efforts to "voluntarily pass" and thus secure United States citizenship were confounded by legal

semantics that temporarily placed "African" and "white" "racial" statuses on the same footing
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only to deny his naturalization petition. Once again, one witnesses the "double marginalization"

experienced by a man who possessed not only socio-political, but also "racial" ambiguity.

Although details of Cruz's background are scarce, the 1938 federal district court case, In

re Cruz, heard in New York, reveals Cruz sought naturalization, not as an American Indian, but

as a person of African descent. According to an affidavit submitted as part of his naturalization

application, Cruz stated: "My mother is half African and half Indian and my father is a full

blooded Indian ... I believe that my father's ancestors were all full blooded Indians," (In re Cruz,

1938). Later, when the case was brought before District Judge Byers, Cruz's self

characterization as one of "African descent" underwent scrutiny. Realizing that 1938

naturalization provisions held that "[t]he privilege of naturalization is denied to all who are not

white (unless the applicants are of African nativity or African descent)," Cruz seemingly should

have passed this litmus test of "racial" identity and been awarded citizenship based upon his

part-African descent (In re Cruz, 1938).

While conceding that several states alternately defined as "Negro" one who was

"descended from a Negro to the third generation inclusive, though one ancestor in each

generation may have been white," one who possessed "as much as one-eighth Negro blood," or

one who had "one-fourth African blood," District Judge Byers maintained that Cruz's "African

descent [had to] be shown to be at least an affirmative quantity, and not a neutral thing as in the

case of the half blood, or a negative one as in the case of the one-quarter blood," (In re Cruz,

1938). Arguing that if Cruz "were of one-quarter white blood and three-quarters Indian, he could

not be admitted to citizenship as a white person," Judge Byers ironically asserted that it would be

"entirely incongruous to reason that the words 'African descent' should be construed to be less

exacting in denoting eligibility for naturalization, than the term 'white person,
'"

(In re Cruz,
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1938). Ultimately, Cruz's naturalization petition was denied, SInce "for purposes of

naturalization a person of mixed African and other non-white descent would have to have fifty

one or more percent of the former blood to qualify," (Lyman 1998, p.152).

Several details of the Cruz case remain unclear, namely why Cruz sought naturalization

in the first place, and, particularly why he sought to officially characterize himself as one of

"African descent." Supposedly, the Indian Citizenship Act of 1924 provided "Indian nationals ...

a blanket naturalization," (Lyman 1998, p.147). In reality, several states continued to deny

Indians the right to vote, most notably Arizona and New Mexico, "until 1948 following a

campaign led by World War II veterans" (Nagel 1996, p.145). Is one then to assume that Cruz

was in fact an "alien Indian ... [who] remained ineligible to citizenship in the United States until

race and color qualifications were dropped from the law?" (Lyman 1998, p.147). While this

question may remain unanswered, the incontrovertible fact is that Cruz's attempt to cast himself

as one of "African descent," at least for naturalization purposes, illustrates yet another "voluntary

passing" motivation.

As a final, documented example of an American Indian whose "voluntary passing" was

socio-politically motivated, Charles Curtis, Vice President during the Hoover administration,

provides a fascinating example of one whose American Indian ethnic, social, and cultural

identities waxed and ultimately waned as he became increasingly immersed in Euro-American

social, cultural, and political environments and institutions. Not to be overlooked, Curtis's

"mixed-blood" status and childhood socialization undoubtedly exercised influence over how he

perceived himself and how non-Indians generally regarded him. Since he spent the majority of

his childhood in an off-reservation, "frontier urban" setting, Curtis's "voluntary passing"

represents the culmination of several internal and external social and political forces.
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Born on January 25, 1860 to Kansa (Kaw) "quarter-blood" Ellen Pappan, Charles Curtis

was essentially orphaned by age three, when his father chose "to place Charley in the care of his

grandmothers," after his mother Ellen Pappan's untimely death (Unrau 1989, pp.9-1O). Curtis

alternately resided with his paternal grandparents, Permelia and William Curtis, in North

Topeka, Kansas, and with his maternal Indian grandmother, Julie Gonville Pappan, on the Kansa

(Kaw) Council Grove, Kansas reservation. Comparatively, though, Curtis experienced a

predominantly Euro-American upbringing.

According to biographer William Unrau, Curtis "resided on the Kaw reservation near

Council Grove, Kansas, in the care of Julie Gonville Pappan [his maternal grandmother]," only

from ages six to nine (Unrau 1989, p.lO). Apparently, Curtis's self-characterization as an

"Indian" was ambiguous even in childhood, since "[p]rior to his residence on the Kansa

reservation, there is little evidence that young Charles viewed himself as an Indian," (Unrau

1989, p.69). Indeed, once Curtis left his maternal grandmother's residence to live the remainder

of his childhood with his Euro-American paternal grandparents in North Topeka, Kansas, he

came to believe, "[s]omehow, he too was an Indian, but being an Indian in eastern Kansas in the

1860s was not popular, certainly not in Topeka," (Unrau 1989, p.62). In Curtis, one readily

witnesses that his domicile immediately impacted both his self-perception and outward

presentation as an Indian person. Thus, one may argue that at this stage, Curtis received

"voluntary passing" motivation informed by his living environment.

Later in Curtis's early adolescence, he became embroiled in litigation involving quiet

title suit of a "half-blood" land tract he had inherited from his mother, Ellen. Given his

predominately North Topeka upbringing and under these legal circumstances, "[b ]eing an Indian,

for him, was likewise becoming a matter more of litigation," than of the life he briefly led while
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living with his Indian grandmother on the Council Grove, Kansas reservation (Unrau 1989,

p.8S). Perhaps this perception was reinforced by a pivotal conversation Curtis had with his

maternal grandmother, Julie Gonville Pappan, immediately after the quiet-title lawsuit was

settled in Curtis's and his sister's favor and prior to Julie Pappan's permanent departure to Indian

Territory in 1874. According to Charles Curtis himself, his Indian grandmother encouraged him

"to return to Topeka where [he] could attend the public schools," rather than "become a

reservation man with no future," (Unrau 1989, p.93). Curtis followed her supposed advice and

then some, enjoying a long-standing Republican political career and proudly drafting some of the

most detrimental "anti-Indian" legislation, embodied in the 1898 Curtis Act, in the process.

Throughout his adult life and career, Charles Curtis evinced an "uncertain Indianness,

what some called that 'confusing mixedbloodedness,'" (Unrau 1989, p.103). While United

States public policy and sentiment vacillated between Indian assimilation and removal, Curtis

remarked: "We may talk all we please; missionaries may say what they please ... but the only

way to solve the Indian question is by education and by intermarriage of Indians and whites,"

echoing previous Jeffersonian encouragements of the same (quoted in Unrau 1989, p.1). As a

"mixed-blood," who had financially benefited from reservation allotment, and, "as a rising

politician... [who succeeded] at the most visible level of the democratic process," Curtis

employed "voluntary passing" to secure himself social and political status in an ever-expanding

United States (Unrau 1989, p.104). Support for this argument may be gleaned from the very

omission of an expressed Indian identity "as revealed in his later recollections, [in which] there

were no admissions or comments regarding what is was like to be a mixed-blood, let alone a

legal member of an Indian tribe," (Unrau 1989, p.70).
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Interestingly, and perhaps paradoxically, Curtis remained on the Kaw tribal roll, and his

individual allotment under the July 1, 1902, Kaw AllotmentAct "was still being administered by

the government, as an example for other Indians to follow," until his death in 1936 (Unrau 1989,

p.171). As his seemingly conflicted, and at times almost schizophrenic, Indian identity

fluctuated in response to his ambitious political aspirations and financially-motivated pursuit of

the "best pay-off," Curtis remains "the only United States congressman to be considered legally

incompetent to handle his own land," (Unrau 1989, p.154).

After reviewing these "voluntary passing" motivations, one realizes that each motivation

may generate a varied array of expressions. Such diversity prompted by either a single

"voluntary passing" motivation, or a combination of several motivations, adds complexity to the

issue of "voluntary passing" itself, since a convenient "one-to-one" ratio between motivations

and expressions does not exist. In an effort to alleviate such confusion, the next section

delineates several "voluntary passing" expressions arising from the already discussed

motivations.
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"Voluntary Passing" Expressions:

As already mentioned, within the "voluntary passing" scenario, "a variety ofmotives that

push him [the American Indian person] out of one group and pull him into another" exist and

may pre-determine the extent to which he/she chooses to "voluntarily pass," (Sollors 1997,

p.250). Mimicking the larger racial "passing" bi-partition, "voluntary passing" itself exhibits

two sets of expressions. Within each set, gradations of "public versus private persona" or

"permanent" expressions demonstrate how the various expressions themselves exhibit diversity,

depending upon who, among both Indians and non-Indians, "is asking" and why. Thus,

"voluntary passing" expressions "may be undertaken full-time, twenty-four hours a day, or ...

part-time or segmental," (Sollors 1997, p.251).

In keeping with the "voluntary passing motivations" section's order, analysis of the

oftentimes situation-defined and determined "public versus private persona" set of "voluntary

passing" expressions is first analyzed, followed by that of the "permanent" expression set. As

will be shown, a gradual blending of "public versus private persona" expressions into the range

of the "permanent" expression set lends complexity to this already difficult subject.

"Voluntary passing" based upon "public versus private persona" expression employs

situation-specific ethnic subterfuge. Such "situational voluntary passing" by American Indians

may be prompted by any number of motivations, the like of which may include "simple" fear of

detection and resulting racism, apart from, but often coinciding with, any specific economic,

educational, or socio-political motivations. Engaging in this type of "voluntary passing"

expression, American Indians may downplay their "public" "Indianness" and in the process

manipulate their seeming ethnic ambiguity to avoid, or at the very least, ameliorate Indian

specific racial prejudice and social ostracism. Referring to this behavior, American Indian
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author and educator Devon Mihesuah cites one Lavera Rose who wrote "her thesis on biracial

Lakota women [and found] that many biracial Lakota females try to hide their Indian racial

heritage when moving to non-Indian society because they perceive that non-Indians view all

Indians as inferior to Euro-Americans" (Mihesuah 1999, p.24). Not to be underestimated, basic

desires to "fit in" in Euro-American settings frequently encourage "situational voluntary

passing" expressions, as demonstrated by American Indian author George Horse Capture's

poignant remarks:

If you go to high school off reservation you have no friends,
no girlfriends, you try to fit in, you give everything up. You
sit in the back, keep quiet, try to go along, try to fit in ...
(Nagel 1996, p.134).

While Rose's scholarly inquiry and Horse Capture's personal sentiments provide

individualized examples of the "public versus private persona" expression, this form of

"voluntary passing" possesses a long-standing history within American Indian communities. As

testament to the efficacy of the "public versus private persona" "voluntary passing" expression,

American Indian scholar Karren Baird-Olsen, citing data from C.M. Snipp's work, argues:

By 1900 the official count for American Indians in the United States was

237,196. This low count was due to not only genocide and disease but
also to the very real physical and social dangers of acknowledging one's
Indian ancestry. (Baird-Olson 2003, p.197).

Unsurprisingly, many American Indians were reluctant to self-identify as "Indians," particularly

to non-Indian census enumerators, who could only offer them their numerical inclusion into

Euro-American demographic statistics and not social or political equity.

Moreover, as many American Indians, particularly those of Indian and "white" parentage,

voluntarily assumed aspects of Euro-American economy and industry, their "public" personae,

whether as Indians or non-Indians, were oftentimes determined, not by their own allegiance
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claims, but by census enumerators. Guidelines issued by the U.S. Census Office in 1872

provided the following advice to census enumerators:

Where persons reported as "half-breeds" are found residing with whites,
adopting their habits of life and methods of industry, such persons are to

be treated as belonging to the white population. Where, on the other

hand, they are found in communities composed wholly or mainly of
Indians, the opposite construction is taken (quoted in Morning 2003, p.46).

Whether those "half-breed" Indians had truly renounced an Indian identity or had only adopted

outward Euro-American conventions as part of their "public" personae, the fact remains that

their identities were predicated upon their perceived lifestyles, as "assignment ofmixed bloods to

one race or another did not depend entirely on their perceived genealogy but instead took into

account their occupation, place of residence, social ties, and behavior" (Morning 2003, p.46).

Realizing this, it may be argued that such Indians provide another example of a "public versus

private persona" expression for "voluntary passing."

Notwithstanding the very real possibility that those "half-breeds" who had adopted Euro-

American "methods of industry" still maintained tribal ties with their "reservation" Indian

relatives, such individuals may have been persuaded to increasingly incorporate aspects of their

"public" non-Indian personae into their "private" lives. Expanding upon this argument,

American Indian individuals and families who increasingly adopt and project non-Indian

lifestyles may discontinue speaking their tribal languages whole or in part and neglect tribal

customs and mores, even within the relative safety of their homes among their immediate family

members, as a publicly expressed "alter-Indian" identity gradually infiltrates the "private"

sphere. In this instance, "voluntary passing" makes the subtle transition from a situation-defined

expression to a "permanent" lifestyle. As the American Indian person becomes evermore

distanced from his/her tribal culture and everything it affords, cultural discontinuity and perhaps
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a sense of "cultural schizophrenia" results. In the midst of confusion, the individual enters into

"the gray dimension or marginality that many Indians enter in trying to decide which culture they

belong to," (Fixico 2000, p.179).

Transitioning from "public versus private persona" to "permanent voluntary passing"

expressions, one again witnesses a gradient at work in this expression set. As the most "diluted"

"permanent voluntary passing" expression, an American Indian person or family may trivialize

his/her/their Indian identity and only acknowledge hislher/their Indian ancestry as a mere

genealogical curiosity. In large part, those who evince this particular "voluntary passing"

expression do so as a result of "successful" Euro-American acculturation, if not complete

assimilation.

While a "mixed-blood" biological heritage may abet this "permanent voluntary passing"

expression, it must be stressed that multi-cultural heritage is not always a prerequisite for such

"permanent voluntary passing" involvement. However, using Charles Curtis as a ready example

of this type of "permanent voluntary passing," one's "Indianness" may become "less a matter of

blood than the fusion of Indian and white [in a societal sense]... fulfilling the assimilationist

dream," (Unrau 1989, p.5). Utilizing this particular "permanent voluntary passing" expression,

such American Indians become absorbed into the Euro-American populace, through biology

and/or psychology, and their "Indianness" eventually comes to exist only within the realm of

family folklore. With successive generations, foreknowledge of and identification with a

specific tribal community is devalued through Indian exoticism.

Without the added complication of "mixed-bloodedness," an American Indian individual

or couple, who may not necessarily deny his/her "ethnic Indianness," but who self-relinquishes

his/her Indian culture and tribal membership, arguably provides still another example of
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"permanent voluntary passing." Such individuals only remain "Indians by merit of blood, not by

cultural connection," as all cultural and social aspects of Indian identity are supplanted with

Euro-American mores (Mihesuah 1999, p.17). As aptly demonstrated by the already discussed

John Elk, Indian people who pursue this "less than complete, more than half-way," version of

"permanent voluntary passing" renounce their Indian "Selves," in the process seemingly

becoming convinced that American Indian lifeways are obsolete, if not entirely worthless.

Once children are brought into this social dynamic, they may "hear that they are Indian ...

but are not taught any details about tribal life" (Mihesuah 1999, p.17). Drawing an analogy from

Devon Mihesuah' s Cherokee seminary and acculturation research, American Indians who

"voluntarily pass" according to this model may "not want to leave their [Indian] heritage behind,

just their current [tribal] culture," allowing them to reap whatever measure of Indian identity

while being "culturally white at the same time," (Mihesuah 1999, p.22). Thus, while perhaps

unable to mask their "biological Indianness," American Indians who pursue this version of

"permanent voluntary passing" endeavor to distance themselves from a lived Indian identity.

As the final example of "permanent voluntary passing" expressions, an American Indian

person may divorce him/herself from any "home ties," returning to the tribal community

infrequently, if at all. For one who chooses this course, "voluntary passing" represents a

vigorous disavowal of an expressed American Indian identity, both within Euro-American

"mainstream" society and at home. As a reason for this behavior, the "individual may be

dissatisfied or disillusioned with their [sic] self-image and may, in the course of time, seize the

occasion to change or pass by validating other images," (Trimble 2000, p.198). Of all

"permanent voluntary passing" expressions, this constitutes one of the most deliberate and overt,

as these individuals "repress Indian values in the home and refuse to impart tribal knowledge to
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their children" (Mihesuah 1999, p.18). Perhaps such people believe Euro-American "culture is

superior to Indian cultures," and that American Indians' social and economic success depends

upon "learning only the ways of white society" (Mihesuah 1999, p.18).

To diminish the possibility of "exposure," one who participates in "permanent voluntary

passing" may destroy physical, emotional, and spiritual connections to his/her tribal community.

He/she may indoctrinate his/her children to deny their American Indian background, as in the

following instance:

I'm half Hupa and our folks were so ashamed of being Indian that
we destroyed everything. Baskets, everything. Burnt [sic] them
because they didn't want anybody to know that they were Indian.

Hupa, San Francisco, California, 1969. (Fixico 2000, p.26).

Such extreme "permanent voluntary passing" results in complete abandonment of and alienation

from one's "Indianness," as Indian individuals may construct a different ethnic, cultural, and

social past so as not to be easily identified, especially if they remain within their "home state"

near a visible tribal community. As the ultimate "voluntary passing" expression, this form of

"permanent voluntary passing" demands self-obliteration.
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"Involuntary Passing" Motivations and Expressions Overview:

Distinguished from "voluntary passing," American Indian individuals, families, and

entire communities may alternately become embroiled in "involuntary passing," as they are

subjected to non-Indian presuppositions, policies, and dicta. In the "involuntary passing"

instance, an individual, family, or group may be erroneously assigned a non-Indian ethnic and

socio-cultural identity. Not infrequently, Euro-American institutions have prompted American

Indian "involuntary passing," as Indian identities in the "mainstream" American public sphere

have undergone both formal and informal erasure. In the process, Indian individual agency,

community identity, and tribal sovereignty have been inhibited, devalued, and compromised.

Early in United States' history, American Indian "involuntary passing" served financial

and political purposes and was motivated by these ends. During and after the American slavery

era, social and bureaucratic preoccupation with hypodescent, colloquially termed the "one drop

rule," facilitated official Indian erasure while formally imposing "African" or "Black" social

identities. In conjunction with hypodescent fixation, non-Indian definitions and expectations of

American Indian phenotype oftentimes served to contest the legitimacy of individually and

community-asserted Indian identity.

In other instances, American Indian "involuntary passing" was motivated by adoption

proceedings, in which misguided adoption philosophies and unethical child placement policies

encouraged a complete "purge" of Indian identity. Supposedly, expurgation of an American

Indian child's personal history was done in his/her "best interest." More than likely, involved

financial interests dictated the course of this "involuntary passing" example than did concerns for

Indian child welfare.
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Lastly, as the most obscure "involuntary passing" scenario, some American Indians

simply may have neither publicly expressed an Indian identity nor challenged a non-Indian

assumed and imposed mistaken identity. Perhaps motivated by a desire to "keep a low social

profile," some Indian people unintentionally have experienced "involuntary passing" because of

their perceived social passivity and reluctance to publicly correct a "mistaken identity" by self

identifying as Indians. As generations pass, and this form of "involuntary passing" gradually

morphs into an extremely passive form of "voluntary passing," Indian identity may become

forgotten through sheer ignorance. Thus, children of "voluntarily passing" American Indians

become unsuspecting participant-subjects of "involuntary passing."

Although "involuntary passing" undoubtedly has been contested by many affected

American Indians, who persistently maintained Indian identities in the "private" family and tribal

community spheres, and/or who are seeking to establish, or re-establish, their legally recognized

Indian status, non-Indian mislabeling and bureaucratic enumeration have supplanted these

individuals' public Indian self-characterizations with imposed, inaccurate non-Indian "racial"

labels. In this way, "involuntary passing" has exacted far-reaching, generational impacts.

Realizing that non-Indian identity assignment does not automatically negate one's Indian self

identity, the fact remains that several Indian individuals and tribes continue to battle erroneous

"racial" labels as they seek to have their "public" Indian identities recognized and respected.

Unfortunately, inaccurate socio-cultural assignments formalized by non-Indian bureaucrats and

adoption placement agencies, and informal "mis-characterizations" of Indian identity are upheld

by firmly entrenched stereotypes.

Following previously established order, discussion of "involuntary passing" motivations

precedes that of "involuntary passing" expressions. As will be demonstrated, the most nefarious
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"involuntary passing" motivations and formalized expressions are those of non-Indian origin and

agency. Arguably, even lesser, "informal" "involuntary passing" expressions are at least

indirectly initiated by Euro-American attitudes and perceptions. Consequently, "involuntary

passing" by American Indians is orchestrated by others.
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"Involuntary Passing" Motivations:

For the most part, United States history reveals that Euro-American dominant society has

maintained that "[r]acial identities, both in government policy and classification and in a great

deal of public discourse, supposedly [are] singular identities," (Cornell 2000, p.49). In

conjunction with this Euro-American societal more, the fallacy "that race, when used as a

discriminator among human beings, is an essentially biological phenomenon, rooted III

consistent, substantial, and identifiable biological difference," still informally persists as

acceptable fact (Cornell 2000, p.49). Although both aforementioned social conventions are

"nothing but agreed-upon myth ... they nonetheless exercised - and continue to exercise -

extraordinary power in American life," (Cornell 2000, p.49).

Continuing in this vein, "scientifically racist theories and the ongoing hegemonic strategy

designed to create the illusion that American Indians 'vanish' when their ... non-Indian blood

quantum reaches a certain level," have motivated many instances of American Indian

"involuntary passing,"(Baird-Olson 2003, p.l94). In the case of American Indians who possess

African admixture, "agreed-upon myths" such as these usurp Indian identities and supplant

alternative identities in support "of a racialized political and legal system,"(Baird-Olson 2003,

p.l94). Motivated by notions of hypodescent, United States' slavery era capitalism subjected

many self-identified Indians to "involuntary passing."

The "one drop rule," or the law of "hypodescent," "indicated that one drop of black blood

makes one black," and "emerged in the l600s to ensure that mixed-race persons remained in

slavery," (DeBose and Winters 2003, p.l28). However, as Indian educator and political activist

Ward Churchill asserts:
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by 1830 at the latest, the notion of defining "Indianness" in terms of race
had been rendered patently absurd. It has been reliably estimated that
something approaching half of all Native [American Indian] people still
residing east of the Mississippi River were at that point genetically
intermixed not only with one another, but with "Negroid and Caucasoid
racial stock" (Churchill 1999, p.43).

Unlike Euro-American society, "most indigenous societies viewed this increasing admixture" as

non-threatening in a biological/phenotypical sense (Churchill 1999, p.43). Rather, participation

and clan membership in these tribal communities defined one's "Indianness" more so than one's

physical appearance.

However, Buro-American slavery era society believed "when it came to the blending of

black and Indian blood, blackness was presumed dominant," (Morning 2003, p.51).

Unsurprisingly, this attitude suited the slavery eras' economic purposes, since "to white eyes,

blacks represented a wealth of labor and Indians a wealth of land" (Morning 2003, p.50). In

direct contrast, "a one-drop rule for Indian identity had less immediate appeal from the

perspective of whites," (Morning 2003, p.51). If applied to Indians, the "one drop rule"

potentially would have increased United States' treaty obligations and fiduciary commitments, in

the process curtailing Euro-American continental expansion.

In addition to increasing the captive workforce population, Euro-American legal

enforcement of hypodescent also motivated legal termination of various tribes along the Eastern

seaboard. Using hypodescent as a means to divest them of their reservation lands, Virginians of

the early United States initiated "legal termination of the Gingaskins ... [through] a drawn-out

process that began in 1784 and ended in 1813" (Rountree and Davidson 1997, p.173). While the

Gingaskin were not the only Indian tribe subjected to "involuntary passing" motivated by

hypodescent, an overview of their circumstances sheds light on ambient Euro-American attitudes

of this early American region's era.
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As early as 1784, some Virginians petitioned the state's General Assembly to lease a

portion of the Gingaskin reservation and to tax those remaining Gingaskin-occupied lands

(Rountree 1990, 180). The aforementioned Virginians based their petition upon their belief that

"only 'five or six' Indians" occupied the reservation, which had become "an Asylum for free

Negroes + [sic] other disorderly persons" (Rountree 1990, p.180). By appealing to a racialist

sensibility, which promoted "asymmetric treatment of black and American Indian ancestry," the

resulting "system of racial stratification" served to "de-legitimize" Indian treaty land-holdings

(Morning 2003, p.47). Insinuating that treaty promises had been made to "real Indians," and that

the current occupants, particularly through African intermarriage, had "forfeited" their Indian

status, the petitioners couched their true land-speculating schemes in incendiary language.

Although unsuccessful in enforcing their 1784 petition's recommendations, by 1792, the

Virginia General Assembly appointed "trustees who would lease out [Gingaskin] land, distribute

the money, and settle any disputes between themselves and the Indians," thus initiating

Gingaskin gradual land loss until ultimate allotment and termination in 1813 (Rountree 1990,

pp.182-183). Once subjected to allotment and termination, the Gingaskin ceased to exist "as a

legally constituted tribal entity" since Virginia regarded as "Indians" only those people who

"possessed a reservation" (Rountree and Davidson 1997, p.l91). Given that categorization as

"Indians" was rendered impossible via contorted legalities and racialist attitudes, Gingaksin

became legally regarded as "free blacks" (Rountree and Davidson 1997, p.197). Furthermore,

once they received their taxable land allotments, the Gingaskin "were detribalized and legally on

their own," making them evermore susceptible to complete displacement from their ancestral

homelands (Rountree and Davidson 1997, p.l91). Conveniently forgetting the Indian ancestry of

the people whom they had only recently re-categorized as "free blacks," "laws passed by the
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Virginia legislature ... aimed at making all 'free negroes' leave" (Rountree and Davidson 1997,

p.198).

Since early nineteenth century federal census records for both Virginia and Maryland

listed any non-reservation Indians as "Other Free Persons," later federal census, state, and county

records subsequently "classed as 'negroes', 'mulattoes' [and] 'free colored' persons" those

remaining Gingaskin of the Virginian Eastern Shore (Rountree and Davidson 1997, pp.199-200).

Although Gingaskin "[s]ocial termination, meaning the 'disappearance' of anything Indian about

them or their descendants did not occur [at their termination] or later," the people undoubtedly

lost "legal recognition of their identity as a separate people" and experienced some of the worst

possible "involuntary passing" effects motivated by hypodescent (Rountree and Davidson 1997,

pp.173, 199). While legal definition does not an Indian make, Virginia set the precedent for

legal erasure of still other Indian identities "by failing to acknowledge the existence of a

nonreservation Indian population," which by legal maneuverings it had created, and thus "tacitly

adopted the viewpoint that there were no Indians on the Eastern Shore," (Rountree and Davidson

1997, p.199).

Racist and exclusionary policies motivated by notions of hypodescent persisted even well

into the twentieth century. As documented throughout United States' history, identity could be,

and routinely was, assigned and imposed by government agents, various legislative acts, and in a

regional instance, a Virginia state registrar. Preoccupied with "racial purity" and a staunch

advocate of the eugenics movement, Registrar Walter Ashby PIecker, "who was appointed

registrar of the Virginia Bureau of Vital Statistics" in 1912 and occupied that post until 1946,

represented "all the enmity that white society seemed to feel toward" the remaining Indians of

Virginia (Rountree 1990, p.219). Since "Plecker saw only two 'races' to be dealt with in
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Virginia: Caucasian and non-Caucasian," he aimed to classify all Virginians, particularly those

of "non-white" ancestry, according to a strictly bi-polar "white" and "colored" model ((Rountree

1990, p.220). To this end, Plecker initiated a propaganda campaign aimed at re-classifying all

remaining Indians as "Negroes" because he and his followers "saw the Indians as recalcitrant

'colored' people who were a threat to the white community" (Rountree 1990, p.222).

Aided by Virginia's 1924 passage of the Racial Integrity Law, Walter Plecker insisted

that "certificates for Indian babies read 'colored,' and there was nothing that the parents or

midwives could do about it" ((Rountree 1990, p.223). At the same time, Plecker authored a 1924

pamphlet entitled "Eugenics in Relation to the New Family," a copy of which accompanied

"each birth certificate his bureau issued," that "concluded there were no Indians in Virginia

unmixed with Negro 'blood,' and therefore there were no 'true' Indians left in the state"

(Rountree 1990, p.223). Plecker's virulent re-classification efforts even inspired him to resurrect

the 1843 Gregory petition presented before the Virginia General Assembly that sought the state's

remaining reservations' abolishment "on the ground that the occupants are simply 'Free

Mulattoes' ," (Rountree 1990, p.227).

Arguing the validity of the aforementioned document, Plecker attempted to persuade the

U.S. Census Bureau to "cooperate with his Vital Statistics Bureau in making racial

classifications of people claiming to be Indian in 1930" (Rountree 1990, p.226). Although only

marginally successful in 1930, Plecker induced most 1940 census enumerators to "[do] as [he]

told them," resulting in "many fewer Indians in all the relevant Virginia counties" recorded, as

compared to the 1930 U.S. Census statistics of the same region (Rountree 1990, p.230).

Concomitantly, Plecker "took steps ... to negate the 'Indian' label on birth certificates issued

before 1924 by the Vital Statistics Bureau" by writing addenda on the back, and issuing "copies
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of both the front and the back of the certificates when they were requested" (Rountree 1990,

p.232). Plecker's birth certificate alterations eventually included an attached "warning" which

concluded "that all people claiming to be 'Indian, Mixed Indian, ... or other similar non-white

terms,' [had] Negro ancestry and should be classed as 'colored'" (Rountree 1990, p.233).

Although never legally empowered by Virginia to alter "a certificate after [emphasis

added] it reached the central bureau in Richmond," Plecker and his colleagues effected the

"legal" inclusion of the back of Virginia-issued birth certificates solely based on common

practice, which "remained that way until the Indians got a law to the contrary passed in 1972"

(Rountree 1990, p.232). Motivated by racist notions of hypodescent, Plecker's personal

campaign to re-write the history and determine the future of Virginia's remaining Indians

instigated their "involuntary passing" well past his official, bureaucratic capacity. Throughout

this process, phenotype was primarily used as a "racial" classification determinant, providing yet

another "involuntary passing" motivation.

Motivated by its preoccupation with phenotypic expressions, Euro-American society has

subjected American Indians to "involuntary passing" by scrutinizing their physical attributes to

deny or deride American Indian identity. Exemplified by Indian and African-American

admixture, if individuals "look phenotypically black [though possessing] Indian blood ...

[d]epending on the attitudes of the [non-Indian] neighborhood and nearby tribes, the people who

look black will most likely be viewed as black" (Mihesuah 1999, p.19). In this instance, some

Indian people, who assumedly are not themselves "involuntary passing" targets, also may

perpetuate racialist dogma that assigns identity according to an informal list of "acceptable"

physical traits and consequently may force the "involuntary passing" of other "targeted" Indians.

Thus, while some Indian "persons may feel comfortable with their chosen [Indian] identity in
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one area of the country ... [they] may be perceived by others in another area as belonging to a

different racial group" (Mihesuah 1999, p.23).

Challenging this misconception, American Indian author Karren Baird-Olson argues,

"using phenotypical characteristics as the primary indi-cator [sic] of American Indians typically

results in erroneous identification, revealing the absurdities of phenotypical characteristics as a

primary means of ascertaining American Indian lineage," (Baird-Olson 2003, p.201). However

absurd, phenotypic motivations for "involuntary passing" effectively narrow the range of

accepted Indian appearance. For those American Indians whose physical appearance falls

outside "acceptable physicality," they face Euro-American-inspired, but also Indian-perpetuated,

societal barriers as their identities are "interrogated" and contested.

Transitioning to yet another "involuntary passing" motivation, non-Indian adoption and

foster-parenting of American Indian children instigated perhaps the most unwarranted examples

of "involuntary passing." Given the affected Indian children's extreme vulnerability,

"involuntary passing" facilitated by adoption and non-Indian foster-parenting usurped the

children's humanity while subjecting them to Euro-centric authoritarianism. Within the larger

adoption context, unethical economic motivations, assimilationist attitudes and policies, and

skewed perceptions of adopted Indian children's perceived "loyalties" all aided in creating and

sustaining Indian children's "involuntary passing."

Realizing that non-Indian adoption and foster-parenting of Indian children were

oftentimes responsible for the breakup of entire Indian families, Congress sought to protect the

rights of Indian children, parents, and tribes by passing Public Law 95-608, more commonly

know as the Indian Child Welfare Act, on November 8, 1978 (92 Stat. 3069,25 U.S.C. § 1901).

Specifically, the Indian ChildWelfare Act acknowledged:
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that an alarmingly high percentage of Indian families are broken up by the
removal, often unwarranted, of their children by nontribal public and

private agencies and that an alarmingly high percentage of such children
are placed in non-Indian foster and adoptive homes and institutions

(92 Stat. 3069,25 U.S.C. 1901 § 2(4)).

According to Indian adoptee and author Anne Thunder Hawk, "it had been determined that 25%

- 35% of all Indian children were being removed from their families," prior to the Act's 1978

passage (Thunder Hawk 2000, p.332). Noting, "there is no resource more vital to the continued

existence and integrity of Indian tribes than their children," Congress sought to establish

consistent federal guidelines regarding Indian child foster-care placement and adoption that

would uphold rather than degrade affected Indian children's and tribes' cultural values (92. Stat.

3069,25 U.S.C. § 1901(3) and 25 U.S.C. 1901 § 2(3)). Since previous adoptions overseen by

non-Indian public and private agencies occurred without governmental oversight and thus lacked

procedural consistency, "previous methods of collecting information concerning the removal and

placement of Indian children were insufficient and in numerous cases completely covered up and

covert" (Thunder Hawk 2000, p.333).

Most disturbing, some adoptions of Indian children by non-Indians appear motivated by

non-Indian economic profiteering, as a "black market" in Indian children developed to meet the

demands of prospective adoptive parents who encountered obstacles when applying through

public adoption agencies. According to Navajo adoptee and autobiographer Yvette Melanson,

she and her twin, like some other Indian children, were abducted from their Indian families, to be

"sold or given away to white couples who adopted them... I was one of those stolen babies"

(Melanson 1999, p.4). Melanson's own story reveals that both she and her twin brother were

illegally taken from her parents after they sought medical attention at the Winslow IRS hospital
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on the Navajo reservation, nearly twenty-five years before the Indian Child Welfare Act's

passage (Melanson 1999, p.15).

Telling her story of abduction and adoption, Yvette Melanson maintains that, "At the

hospital, my parents were told to leave both children, though only one of us needed medical

attention" (Melanson 1999, pp.l5-16). After being told by hospital staff that the children had

been moved to the larger hospital in Fort Defiance, and later realizing that their children had in

fact been spirited away, Melanson's family was left to suffer the burden of not knowing what

had happened to their children for more than four decades (Melanson 1999, pp.16-17).

Apparently, illS hospital staff was complicit in Melanson's disappearance, as she was "whisked

away by an underground network of doctors, nurses, missionaries, and shadowy adoption

arrangers" (Melanson 1999, p.17).

Substantiating claims that non-Indian adoptive parents looked to adopt Indian children

because of the relative ease with which they could be obtained, Melanson's adoptive parents,

"Bea and Larry [had been] turned down by one adoption agency after another," since "they were

considered 'too old' and they had to do something called private adoption" (Melanson 1999,

p.30). Whether her adoptive parents played an active role in her underhanded and illegal

adoption, Melanson does not specify. However, after reuniting with her Navajo family,

Melanson discovered she "was born on September 10, 1953, but someone had fiddled with my

birth certificate, changing the month to August and the year to 1955" (Melanson 1999, p.l S),

Even absent these covert and illegal adoption schemes, Indian children "became a

commodity: money was being made by foster homes and the county" (Avina 1993 p.20). In

various forced removals, Indian families were characterized as poverty-stricken and thus unable

to adequately care for their children. While Indian poverty, particularly that of reservation
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environments was doubtless severe, "[p]overty was a value judgment made by [non-Indian]

social workers and judges ... according to non-Indian, middle-class values" (Avina 1993 p.20).

Seemingly done in the best interest of the Indian child, the Indian extended family was

effectively, if not officially, discounted as a suitable and appropriate alternative living

environment, since Indian birth parents "could have easy access to the children" (Avina 1993

p.20). Furthermore, Indian birth parents were often "kept ignorant of their legal rights and little

was done to provide legal counsel for Indian families in custody cases" (Avina 1993 p.20).

Realizing this grim state of affairs, the Indian Child Welfare Act specified the following:

the party seeking the foster care placement of, or termination of parental
rights to, an Indian child shall notify the parent or Indian custodian and
the Indian child's tribe, by registered mail with return receipt requested ...
No foster care placement or termination ... shall be held until at least ten
days after receipt of notice by the parent or Indian custodian and the tribe

(92 Stat. 3071,25 U.S.C. 1912 § !o2(a».

Before the Act's passage, Indian parents routinely were frustrated in their efforts to

contest their children's adoptions by non-Indians. In Lawrence Sampson's case, his adoptive

grandparents kept him on their farm north of Houston, Texas, specifically "to keep [his

Cherokee] father from finding [him]" and somehow preventing his adoption following his Indian

mother's death (Sampson 2001, pp.203-204). Later, Sampson discovered his father "had been

instructed never to contact [him]" during the adoption proceedings, since he had frantically

attempted to stop it (Sampson 2001, p.207). During the actual proceedings, Sampson's father's

paternity was called into question, and even when his paternity was confirmed, the adoption

proceeded, aided by submission of false signatures (Sampson 2001, p.207). Moreover,

Sampson's Indian father found "evidence... detailing a ten-thousand-dollar payment to the

adoption judge: the same ten thousand dollars [Sampson] had been chastised for costing" his

adoptive parents (Sampson 2001, p.207).
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Added to the legal mistreatment, racism, and corruption as embodied in Lawrence

Sampson's adoption narrative, some non-Indian adoptive parents concerns regarding their Indian

children's perceived loyalties motivated them to inappropriately characterize the children's

Indian birth parents as unloving, "bad" people. Devon Mihesuah posits, "most white parents

keep their Indian children away from their true origins out of fear that they may be taken away

from them" (Mihesuah 1999, p.20). Apparently, fear that their adopted Indian children may "be

taken away," not physically but perhaps psychically through the children's maintained sense of

Indian identity, motivated some adoptive parents to instill their children with shame, as in the

following examples.

I was reminded by my foster family that I was a foster child, and I was told
my parents did not want me ...
In some way she [Avina's foster mother] felt betrayed because I still held

loyalties to my family. She was critical of my family, telling me I would
be just like my mother and that we were taken off the street like dogs and

given a place to live. [Cheryl Avina, Indian adoptee]
(Avina 1993, pp.lO, 15).

I was told, "Your father doesn't want your sister. Your father is a dirty
Indian. Your mother didn't want you to live with your father; she wanted
you to live with us. Your father is a bad man"

[Lawrence Sampson, Indian adoptee] (Sampson 2001, p.204).

Despite these negative reinforcements, "[i]f parents attempt to keep children from exploring their

Indian heritage, the children will become curious as to why their parents feel Indianness is 'bad'"

(Mihesuah 1999, p.20). Given the complexity of adoption as an "involuntary passing"

motivation, involving as it does non-Indian economic interests, attitudes, perceptions, and even

irrational fears, one is hard-pressed to identify the "bottom-line" motivation for such behavior.

Perhaps Peter Cuch, himself the son of an Indian adoptee, best condenses these multiple

motivations into one encapsulation:
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It was common for Mormon and other churches to take Ute children
from their impoverished families living on the Uintah and Ouray
Indian reservation ... [Adoption] was part of a bigger plan of assimilation,
a way of getting out of debt. If you take the culture, religion, customs, and
language from the children, then they could no longer be considered
Indian ... and they could no longer claim the debt owed them

(Cuch 2001, p.177).

As the final "involuntary passing" motivation analyzed, a "neither confirm nor deny"

approach to publicly expressed Indian identity placed - and arguably continues to place - certain

Indian people in a socio-culturally ambiguous position. Likely motivated by their desires to

deflect racism, participant-subjects of this "involuntary passing" type vacillate between allowing

misconceptions of their identities to prevail, as they do not "publicly" correct inaccurate

assumptions, and "privately" abstaining from pursuing such "alter-Indian" identities. From this

author's remembrance, one Indian grandfather sardonically remarked, "They [Euro-Americans]

can think I'm the Easter Bunny as long as I get work ... 'sides, it's not my job to explain who and

what I am" (author's personal recollection, 2004).

Admittedly, "involuntary passing" motivated by this strain of covert, passive resistance to

Euro-American enforced "racial" classification sacrifices Indian agency for inconspicuousness.

Returning to the Saponi as a relevant example, "As 1850 approached... many Saponis from

Virginia and North Carolina fled to Ohio and Michigan where documents identify them as

mulattoes," (Welburn 2001, p.21). While "flying under the radar" may afford some measure of

protection, such Indian "involuntarily passing" participant-subjects unwittingly perpetuate the

racialist constructs that they seemingly attempt to subvert through "lies of omission." In this

way "many [Saponi] refugees, identified as 'free blacks' and 'free mulattoes,' were Indians,"

whose descendants' identities currently suffer for lack of their ancestors' past visibility (Welburn

2001, p.21).
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Now equipped with knowledge of the various "involuntary passing" motivations, one

may tum attention to "involuntary passing" expressions. As in the previously discussed

"voluntary passing" expressions spectrum, "involuntary passing" expressions, provoked by any

one or combination of "involuntary passing" motivations, exhibit an equally diverse range.

From "formal" to "informal," and with overlap between, "involuntary passing" expressions

illustrate Euro-American society's racialist mania. As American Indian public identities have

been obliterated and replaced, or simply non-verbalized, Indian individual, family, and

community agency have undergone both historical and contemporary compromise. The

following discussion devoted to "involuntary passing" expressions illustrates how a particular

Euro-American historical timeframe and level of governmental and institutional involvement

impact any given expression.
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"Involuntary Passing" Expressions:

Beginning with the "formal" expressions range, this category of "involuntary passing"

expressions is so defined because it involves Colonial and United States legislated policies that

"legally" negated American Indian identity and sovereignty. Products of Colonial and Euro

American cultural bias, "formal" "involuntary passing" expressions are especially influenced by

the historical timeframe in which they occur. Following Colonial and United States chronology,

"formal" "involuntary passing" expressions in both slavery and post-slavery eras potently

demonstrate the effects of institutionalized racism.

During the United States' Colonial "pre-history" and subsequent slavery era, American

Indians, whether or not of "mixed race", were oftentimes enslaved. Excepting South Carolina,

the seventeenth century New England Colony took "the lead and throughout the colonial period

held more Indians in slavery than any of the other colonies ... [and] in 1708 there were [in New

England] fourteen hundred Indian slaves against forty-one hundred Negroes" (Forbes 1964,

p.89). Although Colonial governments and slave owners favored "the exportation of captured

Indian slaves," since they routinely escaped their captors and it was feared that "their presence ...

raised the danger of conspiracies with enemy Indians," the fact remains that Indian slavery was

an accepted, if not common practice, as "the Boston News Letter printed frequent advertisements

of runaway Carolina Indians" from 1706 to 1717 (Forbes 1964, p.90).

While Thomas Jefferson later bemoaned the '''inhuman [sic] practice [that] once

prevailed in this country, of making slaves of the Indians,'" he naively assumed Indian slavery

had altogether ceased by the time of his 1782 lamentation (Forbes 1964, p.92). As noted

DelawarelPowhatan scholar Jack Forbes argues, "the descendants of Indian slaves were

apparently still slaves, but by 1782 they were inter-bred with African Negroes" (Forbes 1964,
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p.92). Realizing this fact, some "Indians share a heritage both of enslavement as Indians and

enslavement as blacks [sic]" based upon dual Indian and African-American slave-experience,

family histories (Welburn 2001, p.lO).

Regardless of "racial" admixture, categorizing both enslaved and "free" Indians as

"Africans" not only obscured and invalidated their self-professed identities, it also abetted

Colonial and United States political agendas aimed at subduing, if not physically and

terminologically obliterating, Indians who protested their eviction from their ancestral

homelands. Once again, Virginia provides ample evidence of this self-serving political tactic. In

1705, the Colony of Virginia enacted a series of laws denying civil rights to specific groups of

people. Accompanying the listed groups, which included "negro, mulatto, [and] Indian," the

Colony included its codified definition of the "mulatto" term, stating that," 'The child of an

Indian [italics added] [sic], and the child, grandchild, or great grandchild of a negro [sic] shall be

deemed accounted, held, and taken to be a mulatto,'" (Baird-Olson 2003, p.210). Given that

"mulatto" is contemporarily identified as a term unique to the African-American experience, this

reality reveals the ultimate efficacy of the aforementioned passage's "de-Indianizing"

terminology. By supplanting Indian identity with imposed classificatory terms, Virginia colonists

forced "formalized" American Indian "involuntary passing" expressions.

Still later, using "slave revolt" rhetoric as justification, "[i]n 1831, as a result of the Nat

Turner rebellion in Virginia, many eastern shore Afro-Indians were enslaved and sold" (Forbes

1964, p.92). Notably in Virginia and Maryland, the Eastern Shore reservations' eventual

abolishment consigned Indians to social and political oblivion, as "'Indian' ceased to be a valid

legal identity in both Virginia and Maryland, and the only remaining categories for free persons

were either white or free black" (Rountree and Davidson 1997, p.l65). Effectively erasing
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Indians from both physical and psychological landscapes, "awareness that there were still

Indians present, and that not all people classified as free blacks were of African descent"

progressively diminished while the "white officials who kept the county records no longer knew

or cared about such distinctions in racial identity" (Rountree and Davidson 1997, p.165). By

these various means, Colonial and United States slavery era societies formally coerced American

Indian "involuntary passing" expressions.

Even after slavery was abolished in the United States, American Indians continued to

endure "involuntary passing" induced by Euro-American legal formalities. In the post-slavery

aftermath, American Indians were subjected to a "system of identity racialization," used as "a

deliberate, openly acknowledged key step in anticipation of terminating Native American tribes

and consequently ending treaty obligations" (Baird-Olson 2003, p.211). During the latter part of

the nineteenth century, notions of "blood quantum" became increasingly important as legal

determinants of Indian identity (Baird-Olson 2003, p.211).

Realizing that evermore stringent guidelines would undoubtedly limit the number of

"legal Indians" and thus seemingly reduce the necessity ofmaintaining treaty promises, Virginia

State pioneered the trail of Indian legal extinction. As already demonstrated, Virginia's pre-

occupation with Indian-African admixture prompted a litany of legally exclusionary and

physically exploitative practices. Unsurprisingly then:

In the 20th century, Virginia broadened the term colored [sic] to include
all Indians with any trace [emphasis added] of African ancestry, if
living off-reservation, and with more that 1132 African ancestry, if living
on either the Pamunkey or Mattaponi reservations
(Baird-Olson 2003, p.211).

Undoubtedly, the Virginia legislative body expressly intended to re-categorize these particular

Indian peoples, who while possessing African-infused, Indian genealogies self-identified as
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members of specific tribes, as "colored" by using "genetic" and domicile criteria. Attempting to

ensnare both off-reservation living and reservation-domiciled Pamunkey and Mattaponi into the

"colored" category, Virginia insidiously and ridiculously used both "trace" and "1I32nd"

fractional "racial" criteria to discredit individual Indian identity and extinguish tribal polity.

Although no longer employed in a slavery era context, resurrections of the "one drop

rule" as in the above instance served, and continue to serve, to formally deny Indian people's

shared history and identity and thus prompt American Indian "involuntary passing." Throughout

United States history, "[r]acial identity has historically been extremely important in ...

determining how society's benefits are assigned and how people are responded to individually

and collectively." (DeBose and Winters 2003, p.12S). Legislated and legalized attempts to

override American Indian agency illustrate the dehumanization inspired by "formal"

"involuntary passing" expressions.

Straddling "formal" and "informal" "involuntary passing" expressions, the realm of

American Indian adoption provides ample forum for dual expression range exposure. Beginning

with adoption's "formal involuntary passing" aspect, some American Indian and Alaska Native

adoptees share a common personal history of officially-sanctioned "racial" classification that

obscures their true ancestry. In some instances, Indian and Alaska Native adoptees' original

birth certificates were altered and individuals re-classified as "white" to deliberately obscure

tribal ancestry. While other adoptees may not have had their birth certificates altered, their

original birth certificate may itself present an inaccurate portrayal of the individual's actual

ethnicity and tribal affiliation. Alaska Native adoptee Patricia Aqiimuk Paul relates, "[m]y birth

certificate lists me as white with white parents," obscuring her birth mother's Inupiaq ethnicity

and socio-cultural identity (Paul 2001, p.249).
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In either scenario, resulting ambiguity concerning adoptees' "true" identities is

perpetuated on other bureaucratic levels, including elementary school enrollment forms. Patricia

Aqiimuk Paul provides a personal example illustrating this fact:

Every year of elementary education, I would bring an enrollment form
home from school to my parents for their signature, and they would have
a little discussion over the category ofmy race and their relationship to me.

This gave me a sense ... that something in my life was amiss

(Paul 2001, p.249).

As Indian and Alaska Native children's agency to proclaim their tribal ancestries is inhibited

both by legal bureaucracy and their vulnerable youth, children may become indoctrinated to

believe that they possess exclusively non-Indian ancestry. In her study entitled "Effects of

Forced Removal from Family and Culture on Indian children," American Indian adoptee Cheryl

Avina reported the following from some Indian adoptee respondents: "I was too young to

remember the reasons I was taken out of my home. I grew up thinking I was white" (Avina

1993, p.29).

Even when American Indian children are aware of their tribal ancestries, they may be

encouraged by their non-Indian adoptive and foster families to deny their "Indianness." If this

happens, adoption facilitates the subtle transition from "formal" to "informal" "involuntary

passing" expressions. Motivated by personal, race-based prejudices, non-Indian adoptive and

foster parents may fabricate non-Indian identities for the Indian children in their care and

encourage the children to perpetuate such deception when interacting with non-Indian society. If

unable to mask the Indian children's "exotic" appearance, non-Indian caretakers may substitute

other, seemingly less stigmatizing, "alter-Indian" identities. Once again, Cheryl Avina's

previously mentioned study reveals how Indian adopted and foster children became implicated in

this "informal involuntary passing" expression. One study participant stated, "The people I was
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sent to were prejudiced and violent. .. [t]hey were telling people that I was Mexican because they

didn't want people to know I was Indian" (Avina 1993, p.27).

Through such coercion, non-Indian adoptive and foster parents inculcate their Indian

children to believe in and perpetuate a Euro-American racialist system that continues to portray

tribal identity and affiliation as institutionally threatening, socially despicable, and the most

undesirable of any non-Euro-American cultural and social identities. While other non-Euro-

American, "alter-Indian" ethnicities historically have been denigrated and disenfranchised, the

notion of "Indianness" has entered the United States', Euro-American mythic consciousness as

being "monstrous," over and above racist depictions of Indian filth, stupidity, laziness, etc.

Realizing this, Indian children who are encouraged to publicly express other, non-Indian

identities are subjected to psychological assaults that convey children's Indian identities solely

consist of inherent, biological stigma. Adopted by non-Indians, Lawrence Sampson states his

experience of this "informal involuntary passing" expression:

My having darker skin embarrassed the Sampsons, as frequently people
would ask about my ethnicity. Living in Houston, with a large Hispanic
population, I was encouraged to tell people I was Mexican, if I had to say
anything at all. I learned "even that" was better than being Indian. The

message was made very clear to me, everything about me was wrong,
especially being Indian (Sampson 2001, p.205).

Once American Indian adoptees themselves have children, "informal involuntary

passing" assumes another manifestation. Children of Indian adoptees may themselves become

participant-subjects of "involuntary passing." Demonstrating "informal involuntary passing's"

generational impact, Indian adoptees' children unwittingly may become entangled in the same

social snares that circumscribed their Indian parents' identities. Cheryl Avina provides a

personal example illustrating the chain of events leading to her children's "informal involuntary

passing" involvement:
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"Having been raised in a Mexican foster home, I was very much culturally
assimilated ... "

"I learned the language, the culture, the value system. I became critical of
my real family. I became an Indian child assimilated into another culture."
"
... in 1984 ... we went to [a] pow-wow ... It was so familiar but I felt out
of place. It wasn't until my youngest son said to me, 'mom, look at all the

Indians,' that I was suddenly filled with shame. Here I was in this huge
gathering of Indian people with my children, having forgotten about who
we were" (Avina 1993, pp.l2,17,18).

Avina's personal recollection illustrates how Indian adoptees' children may "informally

involuntarily pass" precisely "because it [informal involuntary passing] is arranged for him or

her by others," (Sollors 1997, p.251).

Adding to the complexity of "informal involuntary passing" expressions, children of

American Indians who either employed "voluntary passing" or were subjected to "involuntary

passing" experience ambiguity regarding their "true" identities. Consequently, these Indian

children become implicated in the larger racial "passing" phenomenon by being assigned an

assumed, "alter-Indian" identity, and thus pass "involuntarily, because [they] may be too young

to decide for [themselves]," (Sollors 1997, p.251). American Indian author Kimberly Roppolo

provides a personal example of "involuntary passing" that is informally expressed, as she reveals

how her grandmother's "voluntary passing" affected the lives of her family.

Roppolo states, "as far as she [her grandmother] was concerned, she was white, which is

what she would later fill in on all of the blanks of my life" (Roppolo 2001, p.l93). While

Roppolo "knows" she is Indian, she expresses the ambiguity many Indian people feel who find

themselves coping with the effects of situations not of their choosing:

I feel like I'm straddling a fence, y'know. Only I ain't sittin' straight on
the middle ... I know this. If you act like you're white, white folks'll treat
you that way ... almost [sic]. If you have slightly brown skin and small

eyes and high cheekbones and Creek lips, at the wrong moment, they'll
see who you really are, and you'll know ... you can't quite pass
(Roppolo 2001, pp.194-195).
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The selective identification exemplified in Roppolo's experience is, as M.e. Waters asserts, "not

just the choice of the individual. A large part of this simplification occurs when parents decide

what they will tell their children about who they are and who their ancestors are," (quoted in

Baird-Olson 2003, p.203).

The final example of "informal involuntary passing" is guided by an assumed posture of

social passivity. In this scenario, an American Indian person or entire community may be

mistaken as members of other ethnic societies and simply fail to protest, and thus "pass"

inadvertently. Hence, this "involuntary passing" expression is orchestrated by another who is

"'unknown to the person [or community] who is passing,'" (Sollors 1997, p.251). Later, as

"involuntary passing" subjects realize they have been implicated in a case of "mistaken identity,"

they may consciously, though passively, allow an "alter-Indian" identity to remain uncontested

by simply failing to correct such mistakes. In this manner, "informal involuntary passing"

experiences gradually morph into an extremely passive "voluntary passing" expression. In

progression, what began as "involuntary passing" transforms into a "don't ask, don't tell,"

"informal" expression, and finally coalesces as "passive voluntary passing."
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Conclusion:

Whether "voluntary" or "involuntary," American Indian racial "passing" arguably affects

Indian people in multiple ways, as demonstrated by the numerous, previously discussed

motivations and expressions, and inspires and bears enormous shame and stigma. Beyond the

aforementioned attributes and consequences of racial "passing," specifically "involuntary

passing" differentially impacts American Indian women and their children with respect to tribal

membership criteria. Moreover, and of the greatest concern, American Indian racial "passing" is

inextricably linked to concepts and expressions of tribal sovereignty.

Although American Indian racial "passing" undeniably exists, this line of research suffers

for lack of American Indian-generated "passing" narratives. From this author's perspective, the

dearth of information is attributable to Indian peoples' internalized shame, coupled with

associated stigma, concerning racial "passing." Realizing this, American Indian racial "passing"

is downplayed precisely because its ramifications are both widespread and deeply felt. Even as

individual and community silence regarding racial "passing" may afford a self-preserving

treatment of this subject, in opting to remain silent on the issue, American Indians unwittingly

co-opt with racist, exclusionary ideologies and render themselves mute in candidly conveying

their own histories.

While the reasons for involvement in either "voluntary passing" or "involuntary passing"

are as varied as the American Indians who employed and experienced them, the shame these

events generate is keenly felt on both individual and community levels. Admission of either

"voluntary" or "involuntary passing" potentially targets "confessors" for character libel as

"cultural sell-outs" or "wannabes." Whether individual Indians or an entire tribal community

consciously employed "voluntary passing" or were the unwitting subjects of "involuntary
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passing," they may find their attempts to reassert an Indian identity met with hostility and

distrust. Tribal communities' reluctance to embrace a "returned" tribal member, or Indian

Country's suspicion of non-federally recognized tribes, positions individuals and even whole

communities as "non-Indian," whether or not this designation merits validity.

Focusing on individually experienced effects of racial "passing," American Indian

adoptees who became unwitting subjects of "involuntary passing" consistently describe feelings

of cultural deprivation and a sense of irreplaceable loss, apart from any added grief generated by

their birth community's social rejection. In a 1998 study, Eastern Cherokee researcher Carol

Locust described five characteristics of the "Split Feather Syndrome," including: "the loss of

Indian identity... culture, heritage, language, spiritual beliefs, tribal affiliation, and tribal

ceremonial experiences," (Locust 2000, p.ll). Realizing the extensive psychological damage

many American Indian adoptees endure makes the tribal community's rejection of them all the

more damaging. Sharing her own adoption experience, LakotalPascua Yaqui author Anne

Thunder Hawk describes her experience of the "dirty Indian syndrome," which included

rejection by her Indian relatives:

...once I was older and did visit my reservation, Pueblo of Laguna ... I
went through the experience of being rejected and alienated by my
extended family.
As of yet, I've never made an attempt to locate any relatives I may have at

the Pascua Yaqui Reservation in Arizona. I think I still am overwhelmed

by fear and from my experiences of rejection with my Pueblo relatives

(Thunder Hawk 2000, pp. 339, 346).

Barring adoption, individual American Indians may still experience distress resulting

from either "voluntary" or "involuntary passing" involvement, as they cope with resolving their

ambiguous Indian identities. While some individuals affected by either "voluntary" or

"involuntary" racial "passing" may perceive "themselves as Indians ... there [gnaw] at many who
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[do] not a feeling of void and a great confusion about what to think of themselves before they

[can] entertain trying to do anything about what they [may see] as a de-Indianized desperation,"

(WeIburn 2001, p.xiv). Looking at the various levels of shame racial "passing" inspires on an

individual level, one is then unsurprised at how such shame has led to a community-wide denial

of racial "passing's" occurrence.

Instead of admitting its members' "voluntary" or "involuntary passing" involvement, a

tribal community may simply "erase" such people. As a result, documenting how racial

"passing" has affected tribal communities is complicated by this "group amnesia," which

seemingly prefers to forget individuals, and even entire families, rather than admit that "passing"

has infiltrated the communities' ranks. Moreover, a tribal community may interpret both

"voluntary passing" and "involuntary passing" as deliberate, permanent acts of tribal identity and

community rejection. Rather than risk reintegration of individuals who, for whatever time span,

seemingly neglected tribal culture, tribal communities may opt to protect their perceived

integrity through sustained ostracism and silence. Accordingly, a tribal community's silence on

the subject of "voluntary" and/or "involuntary passing" may have more to do with efforts to

sustain intra-community cohesiveness than it does with outright denial of racial "passing."

Complicating the entire racial "passing" issue, the stigma both "voluntary" and

"involuntary passing" bear may be enough to permanently besmirch the affected individual and

his/her family, since, as is characteristic of many stigmatized behaviors and individuals, racial

"passing" is "polluting" and exposes even passive witnesses to social contagion. Realizing that

stigma associated with both "passing" definitions has a tendency "to spread from the stigmatized

individual to his close connections provides a reason why such relations tend either to be avoided

or to be terminated, where existing," (Goffman 1963, p.30). Rejection of the "passing" Indian
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person and/or family effectively condemns such individuals to a "spoiled" identity. Furthermore,

rejection inspires accusations leveled at the "voluntary" and/or "involuntary passing"

individual's cultural authenticity, and even personhood. Potentially faced with tribal ostracism,

the American Indian "voluntarily" and/or "involuntarily passing" person may internalize shame

"arising from the individual's perception of one of his own attributes as being a defiling thing to

possess," (Goffman 1963, p.7).

Stigmatization not only characterizes all forms of American Indian racial "passing," but

may also be prompted by certain tribal norms and legal codes. In some cases, internalized

racism stigmatized, and stigmatizes, Indian and African-American intermarriage and prompted

certain tribes to disavow tribal members who "erred" in this way, regardless of the Indian

person's gender. In other instances, as the result of certain tribes' enrollment and membership

criteria, some American Indian women were and are differentially impacted by and subjected to

"involuntary passing" as the result of apparent gender disparities. However, "involuntary

passing" prompted by perceived gender biases invites controversy, as to whether practices

seemingly favoring male tribal members can be defended as traditions basic to the concern of

tribes or alternately criticized as imported legal constructions reflecting Euro-American

institutionalized racism, sexism, and predilections to reify "law" as inviolate (Santa Clara

Pueblo, et al. v. Martinez, et al. 1978).

Beginning with an example of tribally instigated stigmatization leading to "involuntary

passing," as early as the eighteenth century, certain Indian tribes passed formal ordinances that

both expressly prohibited Indian-Black intermarriage and specifically disallowed American

Indian women from residing on reservation lands if married to Euro-American men. According

to Pamunkey oral tradition, tribal out-marriage policies of the early American period "admitted
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some whites but no Negroes," while later reservation laws of 1887 "(barred) marriages with any

people other than Indians and whites, on pain of expulsion from the tribe" (Rountree 1990,

pp.l74, 204). Furthermore, contemporary Pamunkey "(claim) always to have had another

preemptive law which prohibits their women (but not their men) from bringing white spouses to

live on the reservation," thus having the effect of "forbidding Pamunkey women ... to live on the

reservation while [their] marriage(s) [to Euro-American men] existed" (Rountree 1990, pp.205,

175). Even today, "Pamunkey-descended women who are currently married to white husbands"

may not "claim land on the reservation," for which they would otherwise be eligible on the basis

of their tribal membership (Rountree 1990, p.257).

Within the Pamunkey example, one witnesses several dynamics at work, specifically with

regard to Pamunkey women who have (or had) children by Black!African-American men, that

coalesce to force the "involuntary passing" of such Indian women and their children. As of

1990, Pamunkey tribal eligibility was only available "through genealogical connections and the

possession of Indian and white but no other ancestry" (Rountree 1990, p.257). Whether or not

Pamunkey women are still expelled from tribal membership by marriage to Black!African

American men, as was tribal custom in the late 1880s, their Indian-Black children apparently are

excluded from tribal membership explicitly based upon their partial African-American parentage

and are arguably subjected to "involuntary passing" with regard to formal, tribal membership.

Although Pamunkey women who are married to Euro-American men, and presumably their

children, are not subjected to "involuntary passing" by virtue of "blood," they are nevertheless

denied reservation domicile while the husband/father remains part of the family. In either case,

Pamunkey tribal codes historically may have subjected certain Pamunkey Indian women and

their children to "involuntary passing" via Pamunkey-Black intermarriage, while the codes
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currently display indisputable gender bias concerning the domicile of Pamunkey women married

to Euro-American men.

Remembering that early twentieth century Virginia ordinances classified as "colored"

Pamunkey who "possessed more than 1I32nd African ancestry, if living on either the Pamunkey

or Mattaponi reservations," the Pamunkey's racial bigotry regarding Indian-Black miscegenation

seemingly arises from their perceived need to safeguard their Indian identity by virulently

decrying any association with "Blacks" (Baird-Olsen 2003, p.211). Regardless of desires to

promote Pamunkey cultural continuity and polity, the Black-specific racism Pamunkey tribal

codes, and even informal attitudes, perpetuate serves to uphold rather than challenge a Euro

American constructed racial hierarchy. In the process, Pamunkey may do more to compromise

their future as a tribal entity by eliminating entire classes of people on the basis of internalized

racism.

Turning to other examples of tribally codified gender bias, some American Indian

women's domicile clearly has direct impact on whether or not their children will be admitted as

tribal members. Among the Nisqually, the tribal code includes a "significant twist (and burden

to women) by limiting tribal membership to the children of women who are resident in the

community at the time of birth" (Miller 1999, p.119). While Nisqually women may be

justifiably motivated to be "mobile for employment or other reasons," they potentially

"jeopardize their offsprings' tribal membership, a hardship that does not apply to men," (Miller

1999, p.119). Thus, a Nisqually male tribal member "may live elsewhere for employment and

have offspring born to mothers resident on the reservation," immune from any fear that his own

geographic mobility may exclude his children from tribal membership (Miller 1999, p.119).

Such codified gender bias with regard to children's tribal membership is reflected in the Tulalip
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code, which also "specifies that membership is contingent on being born to a member ... who is

resident on the reservation at the time of birth" (Miller 1999, pp. 119-20).

These tribal codes inspire curiosity as to what, if any, membership status would be

accorded to Nisqually and Tulalip-mothered children who, perhaps for serious pregnancy health

reasons, were born in off-reservation hospitals medically equipped to address complicated and

life-threatening births. Whether such a situation has transpired is merely a matter of speculation;

regardless, should Nisqually or Tulalip women give birth off-reservation, their children are

potentially in danger of "involuntary passing" in a legal context, as children's tribal membership

is entirely dependent upon the Indian mother's reservation domicile.

As the final and most legally significant case illustrating the differential impact of

"involuntary passing" upon American Indian women, the Santa Clara Pueblo v. Martinez

Supreme Court case of 1978 demonstrates how codified tribal ordinances forced certain Indian

women's children's "involuntary passing." In 1939, Santa Clara Pueblo passed a membership

ordinance "denying membership in the tribe to children of female members who marry outside

the tribe, while extending membership to children ofmale members who marry outside the tribe"

(Santa Clara Pueblo v. Martinez, 1978). Tribal member Julia Martinez and her daughter,

Audrey Martinez, who was denied Santa Claran membership on the basis of her Navajo father's

paternity, charged that this "rule (discriminated) on the basis of both sex and ancestry" and thus

violated "Title I of the Indian Civil Rights Act of 1968" (Santa Clara Pueblo v. Martinez, 1978).

Even though the Court ultimately upheld the Pueblo's sovereignty in determining its own

membership and notwithstanding the Pueblo's "traditional values of patriarchy," the

"involuntary passing" of affected children is seemingly motivated by male gender bias, which

conflicts with traditional notions of gender complimentarity that recognize Indian women as
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instrumental to the tribe's future (Santa Clara Pueblo v. Martinez, 1978). Furthermore, the

tribe's defense of prohibiting enrollment of children born to Santa Claran mothers and non-Santa

Claran fathers invites the question of whether tribal sovereignty unnecessarily impinges upon

family cohesion, thus forcing cultural transmission disruption. More importantly, the case

demonstrates how interpretations of tribal sovereignty impact, and are impacted by, American

Indian racial "passing."

While consistently invoked, tribal sovereignty is neither singly-defined nor immune from

shifting United States legal and political policies. Over time, tribal sovereignty has been

multiply interpreted. According to a strictly tribal paradigm, "sovereignty," or perhaps more

appropriately "peoplehood," remains a tribal community's inherent right to self-government in

all conceivable aspects, pre-dating European Contact, persisting until the present time, and

arguably continuing into the future (Holm 2001). "Peoplehood," now more commonly termed

"tribal sovereignty," while recognizing the critical importance of maintaining harmonious

relationships with all spirit, animal, and human beings, does not necessarily cast internal

governance methods and external political diplomacy as originating in and immutably arising

from a conceived "divine right." Rather, political leadership according to the "Peoplehood"

model requires greater self-sacrifice, humility, efficacy, and community-oriented responsibility.

In stark contrast, the European etymological origin of sovereignty is, according to scholar

M. Annette Jaimes, "derived from the European belief in the 'divine right of kings' ... that

justified monarchies in early Europe" (Jaimes 1995, p.290). Jaimes further asserts the term

"sovereignty" "itself is a Eurocentric political tool... which is manifest in an Euroamerican

paradigm for imperialism" (Jaimes 1995, p.290). In truth, the United States recognizes tribal

sovereignty as an inherent, pre-Contact right, only insofar as such sovereignty is neither
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explicitly prohibited or dissolved by congressional authority nor implicitly lost "by virtue of

[tribes'] dependent status," as in tribes' "impliedly" lost power to "enter into treaties with foreign

governments ... due to their subordinate position as 'conquered' nations" (quoted in Pevar, p.80

and Pevar 1992, pp. 80-81).

Thus, the United States has acknowledged Indian tribes as distinct social, cultural, and

political communities, but has maintained that "Congress has authority to limit or even abolish

tribal powers," which on various occasions has subjected entire communities to "involuntary"

racial "passing," as affected tribes, and their associated tribal sovereignty, were "terminated"

when socio-culturally, politically, and economically expedient (Pevar 1992, p.79). In federal

legal practice, "tribal sovereignty" is predicated as existing only if the United States itself

recognizes and does not expressly extinguish this "inherent" right, necessarily subjecting the

notion of tribal sovereignty to a plethora of legal and jurisdictional qualifiers.

Currently, tribal sovereignty as exercised by federally recognized tribes includes the

following aspects relevant to this particular discussion: "inherent" right to self-governance,

including determination of tribal membership and regulation of domestic relations ranging from

marriage and divorce to adoption (Pevar 1992). Ultimately, however, the "source of a tribe's

power is its people" (Pevar 1992, p.80). Although this seeming platitude vests tribal members

with social, cultural, and political agency, it begs the question that if tribal governments exclude

certain classes of persons, is this truly a reflection of the "people's" sentiments or is it the

reflection of particular, elected tribal government officials' sentiments?

Various tribal governments have incorporated the model of the "democratic" election

process as instrumental to protecting and perpetuating Indian tribal sovereignty. Arguably,

incorporation of the Euro-American democratic voting process illustrates tribal cultural
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accommodation, which while not an example of "traditional" governance still serves to protect

tribal interests, promotes cultural continuity, and thereby buttresses tribal sovereignty. However,

"democracy" and associated voting practices have also been sharply criticized as a socio-political

concept and practice that unavoidably consigns an internal, dissenting "minority" to a marginal

societal status, inviting characterization as "the rule of the many at the expense of a few." While

various Indian tribes possess traditional concepts of appropriate leadership and even limit

leadership positions according to age, rank, and gender, tribal governance models traditionally

aimed for consensus, rather than pursued a "democratic" process, to ensure that all affected

parties would receive a measure of satisfaction, even if this satisfaction necessitated compromise.

Yet, under the auspices of tribal sovereignty as interpreted by democratically elected tribal

officials, some contemporary Indian people have been excluded from a more traditional,

consensual political process and have thus been subjected to an "indeterminate" legal status and

arguably disenfranchised by the very socio-political tribal bodies to which they possess and

profess biological and cultural, if not spiritual, affinities and relationships.

With multiply-interpreted "tribal sovereignty" grounding current discussion, attention

may first tum to an examination of "voluntary passing's" potential effects upon tribal

sovereignty. While American Indian "voluntary passing," to whatever degree and for whatever

time span, may arguably compromise an individual's or family's tribal cultural connections or

"cultural integrity,'" individuals who "voluntarily pass" do not themselves significantly impact or

alter the overall nature of tribal sovereignty, in the sense that tribal sovereignty is neither defined

nor determined by the behavior of a few individuals. However, taken as an aggregate, multiple

Indian people who employ "voluntary passing," either through wholesale adoption of, or

significant linguistic, social, and spiritual accommodation to, Euro-American socio-cultural
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norms may intentionally or unintentionally "erode" the culturally, politically, and socio

economically distinct nature of the tribes to which they belong and thus become

indistinguishable, in terms of their mode of living, from the surrounding Euro-American

populace.

Arguably, such a group of people may then no longer comprise a separate legal entity that

possesses the inherent power of self-governance. Thus, large-scale, community-wide "voluntary

passing" may negate the involved people's tribal sovereignty, as individuals choose to subsume

their status as a socio-culturally and politically distinct group in favor of "mainstream"

absorption. Paradoxically, this very choice to abandon recognition as a distinct group may

alternately be characterized as the outcome of a group decision initiated by the last vestiges of

earlier tribal sovereignty, although in this form, group actions might more appropriately be

designated as arising from group solidarity.

Exemplifying large-scale, Indian "voluntary passing," some in academia and Indian

Country may offer the state-recognized Lumbee as an example of a formerly "Indian" group that

underwent such internally transforming processes to the extent that the group's descendants have

irrevocably "lost" their Indian identity. However, Lumbee people themselves would vigorously

oppose such a characterization and vehemently defend their persistent "Indianness," even while

acknowledging that their community absorbed and internalized many aspects originally

characteristic of Colonial and Euro-American societies. This example invites inquiry as to

whether "voluntary passing" and tribal sovereignty may, in fact, co-exist.

Invoking a tribal paradigm of sovereignty that emphasizes networks of relationships

bounded within a given place, Lumbee reckon tribal membership based upon remembered,

interlocking genealogies unique to Robeson County, North Carolina, and often extending as far
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back as the 1790s, because for Lumbee, "[b]lood, or at least the idea of blood, is the root of...

character, history, and identity" (Bordewich 1996, p.62). However unlike most tribes, the

Lumbee "have no chiefs or medicine men and no reservation ... no memory of the tribe from

which their ancestors may have come, nor of the language they spoke, nor of any religion older

than the ... Baptist faith" (Bordewich 1996, p.63). Have the Lumbee, as Philip Martin, Chief of

the Mississippi Band of Choctaw, asserted, lost their Indian "birthright" because they avoided

"(paying) the price of being Indians" through long-standing "voluntary passing?" (Bordewich

1996, p.82).

The Lumbee do not seem to think so, although their mere state-recognition does not

confer to them the legally recognized "sovereignty" of federally recognized tribes. Nonetheless,

the Lumbee persist as an internally self-governing group that established educational institutions,

maintained churches, initiated a "tribal roll," and continues to petition for legal recognition of

their self-professed Indian identity (Bordewich 1996). From this example, perhaps "voluntary

passing" does not preclude all aspects ofmulti-faceted tribal sovereignty.

Shifting focus to a discussion of "involuntary passing" and tribal sovereignty, American

Indian individuals who are subjected to "involuntary passing" via federal policies, as in the case

of "terminated" tribes, do not themselves affect tribal sovereignty, but rather are left to cope with

the aftermath of losing their political, legal agency to present, pursue, and pass on an Indian

identity. Re-invoking the Gingaskin tribal example, their Virginia-initiated reservation allotment

and legal termination in 1813 forced their "involuntary passing" as "free blacks," given that their

previous categorization as "Indians" was rendered impossible since Virginia regarded as

"Indians" only those people who "possessed a reservation" (Rountree and Davidson 1997,

pp.197, 191). Although Gingaskin cultural termination "did not occur [at their legal termination]
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or later," the people undoubtedly lost "legal recognition of their identity as a separate people"

and thus experienced the erosion of their legally recognized sovereignty (Rountree and Davidson

1997, p.173 and p.199). Moreover, as Gingaskin endured pressure to exile themselves from their

ancestral lands, vestiges of tribally-paradigmatic sovereignty, particularly regarding self

governance within a specific land base, were poised for complete extermination. While "legal

recognition" by non-Indian, United States governmental bodies is not the true standard of

"Indianness," legal termination of Indian tribes does invalidate their legally recognized

sovereignty, as "de-tribalized" Indians lose their abilities to invoke and have upheld their self

governance rights.

Returning to the Santa Clara Pueblo v. Martinez Supreme Court case, by forcing cultural

transmission disruption, at least in terms of legally recognized membership status, the Santa

Clara Pueblo's decision to exclude the children of Santa Claran women and non-Santa Claran

men may initiate a type of self-erasing mechanism, as under current membership criteria, the

tribe may eventually experience reduced citizenry by effectively writing out of existence people

who might otherwise express personal commitments to honor and maintain Santa Claran cultural

affiliation and practices. In rejecting such children, the Pueblo potentially risks its own cultural

continuity as Santa Claran women, confronted by the reality of an ever-diminished eligible male

marriage or partnership pool, may resort to having children by non-Santa Claran men, and under

current tribal membership criteria, children of such unions will thus be deprived legally

recognized "Indian" status. Drawing an analogy from various tribes' current blood quanta

requirements for tribal enrollment, membership criteria that demand strict Santa Claran paternity,

to invoke Karren Baird-Olsen, may "continue to playa role in their own potential vanishment"

(Baird-Olsen 2003, p.195). Beyond reducing the number of tribal members, " ... this form of
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fratricide also contributes to the loss of traditional cultural values and practices, the erosion of

sovereignty, and the diminishment of the remaining land," (Baird-Olson 2003, p.195).

Beyond immediate individual consequences, tribally instigated racial "passing," by

disrupting critical family and community relationships, effectively splinters American Indian

communities. Consequently, families and communities experience "cultural erosion" as familial

and community bonds are either entirely severed, or so severely compromised, that transmission

of American Indian history, identity, and culture to succeeding generations is rendered nearly

impossible and/or ineffective. Moreover, as American Indian communities suffer cultural

erosion and attendant community division, both communities and individuals are rendered

psychologically and politically impotent. Accordingly, individual and community agency in

pursuing, maintaining, and/or re-asserting a dynamic American Indian culture is inhibited,

particularly because individual and/or community strife may ensue as people combat elements of

internalized racism.

The outcome of the 1978 Santa Clara Pueblo v. Martinez Supreme Court case, involving

as it did legal mandates issued by the tribal government that differentially forced the

"involuntary passing" of certain female tribal members' children, inappropriately reified tribal

legal policy as inviolate because it arises from tribal sovereignty. Such characterization of tribal

legal code dangerously assumes a type of societal perfection impossible to create, even through

the aforementioned circular logic, which in asserting tribal sovereignty as an inherent, inviolable

right and in framing tribal legal policy as founded upon inherent, inviolable sovereignty,

absurdly jumps to the conclusion that all tribal directives are inherently, inviolably "good."

Notwithstanding tribal sovereignty as comprising an inherent tribal right, tribal

governmental officials presumably acting in the tribe's best interest nonetheless may make "bad"
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decisions that regardless of being upheld by virtue of "tribal sovereignty," do not imply the

"justice" of such tribal legal policies. Accordingly, the aforementioned "involuntary passing"

individuals do not affect "sovereignty," but are themselves "effected" into non-member status.

Realizing that "[c]ontemporary identity issues ... are increasingly political and controversial, and

they are intertwined with questions of sovereignty" Indian people must bear in mind that tribes

are only as strong as the individuals who compose their membership (Champagne 1999, p.11).

Although some tribal enrollment criteria may imply otherwise, as in the Santa Clara scenario,

Indian "identities are not given, fixed, or unchanging, but are continually evolving products of

material and social circumstances and of the actions of the groups themselves, wrestling with,

interpreting, and responding to those circumstances, building or transforming identities in the

process" (Cornell 2000, p.42).

Both "voluntary" and "involuntary" racial "passing," whether instigated or forced by

either Euro-American or tribal socio-political institutions, have served to perpetuate Euro

American political agendas that both prompted Indian cultural accommodation, and demanded

complete Indian physical and psychological subordination. By exploring the dynamics of racial

"passing," American Indians may break the oppressive yoke of "generational silence" (Lobo

2004) and thus reassert their agency to define their own experiences. Even though Cornell and

Hartman used the following list to characterize "ethnic groups'" involvement in "construction

and reconstruction of identities," the same traits should reasonably apply to the concept of

sovereignty as exercised by American Indian tribes and nations, and include "'negotiating

boundaries, asserting meanings, interpreting their own pasts, resisting the imposition of the

present, and claiming the future' ," (Baird-Olson 2003, p.198). Following this model, Indian

people may reassert individual agency and reframe tribal sovereignty with the understanding that
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sovereignty is not only applicable to issues of socio-political membership but also is central to a

tribal paradigm of recalling, conveying, and interpreting collective history to guide current and

future behavior.
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